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India Recognizes
Bangla Desh Rebel
Government Today

Huge Crowd Expected
For Ford Inauguration
By WILLIAM BRADFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
This capital city will play host to
nearly three times its normal
population of 23,000 Tuesday
when
Wendell
Ford
is
inaugurated as Kentucky's 49th
governor.
Whether the weather is biting
cold, as it was four years ago, or
dampened by rain or snow, as it
has
been
occasionally,
multitudes will line the streets to

view the parade or other Leading the car caravan will be
ceremonie,i. Estimates of out-of- Ford and outgoing Gov. Louie B.
town visitors range from 50,000 to Nunn. Carroll and his family will
By United Press International group of 10 British women and
75,000 and up.
be next, followed by Mrs. Ford
India recognized the Bangla children who had just arrived
The parade of 128 bands, 54 and family.
Desh rebel government of East there for evacuation aboard a
marching units and about 40 Various organizations from
Pakistan today and reported its United Nations niercy flight.
floats from all over the state is Franklin County will have 10
Another group el 250 Ameritroops, with almost total air
expected to wind its way through floats in the parade, in addition to
supremacy, were moving rapid- can and other refugees in the
downtown and across the Ken- Daviess, McCracken and Trigg,
ly through East Pakistan in Inter-Continental Hotel in Dactucky River to the Capitol for Anderson, Barren, Simpson,
hopes of a quick victory.
ca took refuge in the hotel
about four hours.
Grant, Fayette, Mercer, MonIndia reported major victo- corridors and were not hurt.
Traffic into town will be tgomery, Powell, Scott, Shelby,
ries in southern Kastunir where The U.N. had asked for a twoblocked off at 9 a.m. for all Woodford, Johnson and Pike
It and a Pakistani tank force hour cease-fire to permit two
vehicles not having special Counties.
was defeated with destruction chartered U.N. planes to fly in
passes
The Fords, Nunns, CarroLls and
of 23 Pakistani tanks and said from Bangkok.
Then the day's events begin other dignitaries will view the
Members Cheer
its air force struck the harbor
with services at the First Baptist parade from a reviewing stand in
India's decinon to recognize
at Karachi again today and
Church on St. Clair street.
front of the Capitol.
found the waterfront in flames. the rebel Bangle Desh governBoth Ford and Lt. Gov.-elect Upon conclusion of the parade, (ONGRAT1•IATIONS OFFERED—Mrs. Price Doyle. widow of the late chairman of the fine arts
Pakistan Radio reported it ment 11,9.9 announced in PaliJulian Carroll will be attending Nunn will deliver his farewell department at Murray State University, is congratulated by Dr. Joe N Prince ,lefti, dean of the
had captured tip to 20 Indian arnent in New Delhi Members
'that*service with their etamities address before Carroll is sworn in Sehvo)of rIne Arts, and Dr. Harry M. Sparks, university president,following dedication ceremonies
border posts and carried out began cheering and thumping
and other newly elected officials. as lieutenant governor.
Sunday for the Price Doyle Me Arts Center on the campus Sunday. Doyle was a department
widespread air attacks against their desks even before Prime
Taking part in the service will Ford then will give his chairman at Murry State from 1930 to 1957 and is credited with bringing national recognition to the
be the Rev. David Nelson, pastor inaugural address and be music department.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley) Indian military positions and Minister Indira Gandhi finished
air fields and reported victories her announcement.
of the Fords' home church in publicly sworn in as governor.
This is just for golfers. We Owensboro,and the Rev. Hillman An official reception by Ford,
In the Poonch sector of western
The India-Pakistan war stems
stole them all from the Lyon Steel Moore
Kashmir.
from the decision of Pakistani
from the Milburn Carroll and other officials will
bulletin.
(Cumberland Presbyterian) begin in the Capitol rotunda at
Radio Pakistan said its air President Agha Mohammad
church in West Paducah where 7:30 p.m. followed by innaugural
force and navy had shot down Yahya Khan last March to
Irate Golfer: "You must be the the Carrols are members. Also balls there and at three locations
Members of the Murray a total of 77 Indian aircraft bring in West Pakistani troops
world's worst caddy!"
Welcome Wagon Newcomers since the war began on Friday. to put down a rebellion by the
on hand will be host pastor, the around Frankfort.
"Oh, no, sir—that Rev. Herman Bowers.
Caddy .
program dedicated the other two Club have finalized plans for the It reported attacks against 10 Bangle Desh movement which
The balls, which are open to the
By Dwain McIntosh
would be too much of a coin- The parade beginning at 10 public, will be held in the new
club's second annual Christmas Indian bases during the night declared itself independent of
A long-time dream at Murray facilities. They are:
aim will be followed by 50 cars Capitol Plaza, the American State University officially —Richard W. Farrell Rectital Ball, scheduled for Friday, and said planes today attacked West Pakistan. The Awami
carrying new and outgoing of- Legion hall on Versailles Road became reality Sunday with the Hall, named in honor of the December 10, from nine p.m. to the Indian naval base at Okha, League in East Pakistan had
"'ben there was the golfer who ficials, former governors and and the Veterans of Foreign Wars dedication of the Price Doyle chairman of the music depart- one a.m. at the Calloway County near the Bann of Kutch. won a majority in the Pakistani
had hit 12 balls into the water on a other state figures.
Post on second street.
Pakistani sources in Karachi Parliament in elections late last
ment and a faculty member since Country Club.
Fine Arts Center.
guests
short hole. Suddenly, something
their
and
located
is
Newcomers
hall
250-seat
71 civilians had been killed year but Yahya Khan prevented
The
said
1945.
Sparks,
M.
Dr. Harry
snapped. He pulled all his clubs
will dance to music provided by and 215 wounded in Indian air the league from taking its
university president, delivered on the second floor.
seats.
from his bag and broke them.
the dedicatory address and —Clara M. Eagle Gallery. the "Ironstone". Featured in the raids.
There was rebellion, civil war
Off
Then he threw his clubs and bag
Cut
buffet.
Dacca
a
formes
be
will
the
room
of
dining
honor
in
named
complex
honor
in
the
christened
claims
dance
victory
the flight of 10 million
the
Philpot,
of
and
into the water. His golf cart went
department
Most
Lawrence
art
Mrs.
the
of
of the late Price Doyle, who chairman
India called
into the drink next. He turned
served as a department head at and a faculty member since 1946. chairman, welcomes the public to came from India, especially' in refugees into India.
and ran all the way to the
Miss Eagle is now gallery telephone Mrs. Barbara Brandon East Pakistan where it report- the flight of the refugees a
the school from 1930 to 1957.
and
clubhouse—tore his locker open—
Ceremonies marking the director of the 6,000square foot 753-1975 between soven and nine ed new bombings of Pakistani threat to Indian security
ripped up his golf clothes and set
ports and said Fast Pakistan gave moral support to the
am. for ticket information.
culmination of several years of facility on the fourth floor.
them afire. Finally, he grabbed a
was now isolated from resupply Bangle Desh.
planning and three years of Radio-television facilities on
razor and slit his wrists. As he was
addition
new
by West Pakistan. The capital Today Mrs. Gandhi told
the
of
floor
sixth
the
11-story
new
construction on the
being carried to the ambuLance,
city of Dacca has been cut off Parlianient: "Now that Pakisinclude the radio studeios of WE
were
the
in
held
addition
arts
fine
.
6
(_anitxxiian s along Highway
By KATE WEBB
from its suppiy routes, India tan is waging war on us, the
he noticed a member of his
.MS-FM and a complete color
University The
PHNOM PENH kUPL) ---U.S.
mi. heaviest tainting was%350-seat
on Amino.
taaraame in the crawl at shocked
reported.
nth,
hesitation which the governthe
at
floor
lirst
helicopter gunships and planes reported in the Basset-Badeng
spectators.
Two waves of Indian planes ment was feeling in according
An open house was held .
for the
help area. Troops at Badeng, 18 Special guests of honor
to
in
called
ere
se
"Harry," he whispered,"What
widow throughout the afternoon for , Gregory Lowry, senior student carried out low level bombing recognition to the Bangla Desh
battling miles north of Phnom Penh, dedication were Doyle's
troops
vernment
time do we tee off tomorrow?"
Woods, campus visitors:
H.
Ralph
Dr.
at Murray State University, was and strafing attacks of Dacca's government has lost signifiand
Communists 15 to 18 miles held out for two days without
today, cance."
Speaking to an audience of injured in a car and motorcycle international airport
emeritus, who initiated
president
capital where resupply
reinforr emeriti
or
Continued on Page Twelve
Dewey: "Says here in the mirth of the
the planning for construction of about 200 during the dedication of collision on Friday about eight imperiling but not hurting a
heavy
repeatsuffered
Vietnamese
Cambodians
North
while
described
paper that a man beat his wife to
Sparks
Dr.
center,
N.
the
Joe
Dr.
addition.
the fine arts
p.m. on North 15th Street.
losses in three days of fighting, ed shelling attacks and ground
death with a golf club."
(Continued on Page Twelve)
Prince, dean of the School of Fine
Lowry, age 23, was given
command
were
high
troops
Cambodian
The
the
assaults,
Rod: "How many strokes?"
Arts, served as master of
emergency treatment at the
said today.
overrun before dawn Monday.
ceremonies, and Dr. Walter
Murray-Calloway County
The helicopters, A-37 and
Basset, astride a well-known
"I'm not say saying Uncle
Blackburn, dean of the School of
Hospital for injuries to the leg
were
the
jet-bombers
into
route
Riantorn
infiltration
Buckle is cheap, but yesterday he
Sciences, was also a
and arm, and then rushed by a J.
support Cambodian capital, has teen the scene of Arts and
lost his first golf ball in ten years. called in to
platform guest.
H. Churchill ambulance to the
a
halt
times
to
several
trying
fighting
troops
heavy
The string broke." ".•
departments
the
house
To
Western
Baptist Hospital,
Communist attempt to take ance the dry season offensive
M. B. Rogers, retired principal from Murray State college after
art, drama and music and the i
Paducah, where he underwent
of
north
miles
15
Hill,
26.
Oct.
Cambodia
in
Bassett
began
of Kirksey School, died Sunday at graduating from Farmington
"Several times I've almost
-television, the I
radio
of
division
surgery.
astride a
3:30 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway High School. He had served as
The reports from the field
made a hole-in-one. The last time the cpital and
the ne,,
The injured man, age 23, was a
into gave a far more serious picture center consists of
route
infiltration
strategic
County
Hospital. He was 64 years principal at Fulgham, Pryor,
by
it
missed
I was close, I only
sociology major and was
structure, the old three-story
the capital.
of age.
of the Cambodian retreat from
Symsonia, and Farmington
three strokes."
the
as
known
formerly
his
to
scheduled
receive
building
troops the towns of Baray and
Vietnamese
Five collisions were inNorth
The Murray man, a resident of Schools before coming to
Arts
Fine
and Kompong Thmar, 68 and 72 Price Doyle
vestigated by the Murray Police Bachelor's degree at the end of 1635 Olive Street, had been ill for in 1948. He had been in the
Oh well, golfers will find them killed three Cambodians
university
dose fight- miles respectively north of Building and the
Department on Saturday. One this term. He is the son of Mr. about two months, but suffered a teaching field for forty-three
in
seven
wounded
amusing anyway.
auditorium.
person was reported injured, and Mrs. Charles J. Lowry, 1518
ing, the high command said.
Phnom Penh, than had been
years.
Built at a cost of about $3.6 according to the reports filed by East Locust, Olney, Ill.
But three miles north in the reported previously.
The retired principal had
Mrs. Rose Patterson sends in
first
The Murray State campus
million and occupied for the
the officers.
besieged railroad town of
Prime Minister Lon Nol had
membership in the Woodmen of
the following:
arts adfine
police
the
the
accident
fall,
investigated
this
time
Brenda Maddox, a passenger,
feared the bulk ordered the pullback last week
the World. Kentucky Education
A farmer shopped around for a Badeng, it was
the tallest
is reported to have suffered neck that occurred on North 15th
of government after one of the worst defeats dition is one of
Association, National Education
car, and became disgusted with cf a battalion
Kentucky.
in front of the University
lost in fighting of the war for the Cambodians. buildings in West
injuries in the three car collision Street
Association, West Kentucky
the pricing system, what with all troops had been
on it
began
that
are
Library.
Lowry
Reports
Construction
that occurred at 1:53 p.m. betCommunists overran the
Field reports said Santuk,
Administrators Club, and the
the talk about the optional after
groundbreaking
going
driving
was
a
motorcycle,
following
in hand-to-hand nine miles south of Kompong
ween a 1970 Ford Mustang driven
Calloway County Teachers
equipment and extras, but he Cambodians
ceremonies in December, 1968. by Elretta A. Alton of Hazel, a north on North 15th Street when
combat.
11th
Thorn,
Cambodi's
largest
Association. He was a faithful
settled on his purchase. A few
facilities in
his
a
principal
with
vehicle
car,
Two
collided
the
of
1971 Chevrolet Station Wagon
Field reports said more than city and 80 miles north of
member of the University Church
days later, the dealer who had
also
were
driven
Boyd
addition
by
of
new
Michael
the
and civilians were Phnom Penh, still is in
driven by William E. Maddox of
of Christ.
sold him the car arrived at the 500 troops
afternoon in
'p Murray, that pulled out from a
untold numbers Cambodian hands, contrary to dedicated during the
and
1005 Irene Terrace,
wounded
Survivors include his wife,
small
his
for
cow
a
buy
farm to
still
members
lot.
parking
faculty
of
honor
a car driven by Raymond
when the North Vietna- reports it had fallen to the
Mrs. Duma King Rogers, 1635
country place. The farmer sized killed
campus.
the
on
serving
retreating Communists.
on
fired
Meldin of Route Three, Camden,
Olive Street; one son, Phillip
up the situation and quickly mese
Dr. Joe N. Prince, dean of the Term.
Rogers,
daughter-in-law,
scribbled the itemized bill as
School of Fine Arts and master of
Police said all cars were going
Fredda, and two granchildren,
follows:
ceremonies for the main south on
South 12th Street when
Phillip Bruce and Gena Kay
$200
Basic cow
the Alton and Maddox cars
Rogers,all of 1624 Miller Avenue,
45
'•-•NNto
Two toned exterior
stopped for the traffic light at
Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Will
Product storage com12th and Sycamore Streets
( Robbie) Story and Mrs. Aubrey
partment
Meldin applied his brakes, but
(Oneita ) Turner, both of
Mrs. John Richard ( Paulette
Extra Stomach
not stop in time to avoid a Woodall is the recipient of one of
could
(Continued on Page Twelve
Rogers
Dispensing device, four
The Garden Department of the plaques or ribbons given for first
Harold Beaman, administrator collision, according to the police the free telephone calls to stroke on Saturday. He was the
spigots at ten dollars
Murray's Club will again place, second place, and
relatives in the armed services in
40 sponsor a Christmas Decoration honorable mention.
of Westview Nursing Home In report.
each
son of the late Autrel Rogers and
on
was
car
Alton
the
to
Damage
Vietnam in the special drawing
by
appointed
been
has
Murray,
125
Genuine cowhide upholstery
Contest for Murray and the Judging will be from the street
Maggie Harrison Rogers of
the
on
car
Maddox
to
rear,
the
the
the
of
10315
Local
by
sponsored
serve
35 Immediate area.
Automatic flyswatter
so the public may enjoy the Governor Louie B. Nunn to
Graves County, and was born
Meldin
the
to
and
fron
of
rear,
and
Workers
Communication
35
Dual horns
Homes may be entered if they decorations from the same on the Hospital Council for the car on the front.
February 24, 1907.
America.
Total, exclusive of
SAN FRANCISCO ( UPI( —A
are within one mile of the city perspective as the judges. state of Kentucky.
Mr. Rogers served as principal
U.S
at
collision
Involved
a
in
by
drawn
were
names
The
on
$595 limits l'his is an extension of the Participants are asked to have
Bean-um is presently serving
delivery and tax
from 1948 decorated World War II VeterSchool
High
Kirksey
of
Highway
and
North
W.
641
Highway
Rev.
Paducah Mayor Pro-tern
an and a middle-age woman
area included due to civic in- their lights burning from Dec the Kentucky Board of Licensure 121
were a 1970 Opel station G. Harvey. Others who won until his retirement at the close of
AdHome
Nursing
leaped to their deaths from the
terest of those just outside the 17-19 from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Homes for
this
of
May
in
year
school
the
wagon driven by Robert Vernon telephone calls were Mrs. James
to be judged must be entered. ministrators, an appointment he
city limits_
his wife, the former Golden Gate Bridge in separate
and
He
year.
a
and
Shepherdsville,
of
Donnie
Shuffett
Mrs.
Paducah,
Hinson of
incidents Saturday.
Categories for judging will Winners will be announced on received in July of 1970. Beaman 1964
Chevrolet four door sedan Rudolph of Benton Route Seven, Durna King, who survives, also a
will serv1e a three year term on
They were the 431st and
teacher at Kirksey School, had
By United Press International include windows, doors, outdoor Dec. 20.
Dunisch
Carolyn
Lyda
by
Benton,
driven
of
Jr.,
Duke,
N.
A.
Mrs.
the hos tal council.
school faithfully in the 432nd suicides from the span
the
served
Kentucky: Occasional rain trees, the whole yard, and a Entries may be made by
Mayfield
of
Parm
Mrs. Linda
Bea n and his wife, the (Continued on Page Twelve)
The calling any of the following
Hager, 57, jumped
Lee
years he had been
likely through Tuesday with a children's Christmas.
Route One, and Mrs. Billy G. twenty-three
former Betty Lou Ellis of
shortly before noon from the
principal.
few thundershowers west and traditional children's Christmas persons- James Byrn 753-4769,
CITED
One.
EIGHT
Route
Mayfield
of
Kinsey
Johnson
1506
at
Hopkinsville, live
After the high school was South Tower of the bridge's
central today and tonight. Some Award is an addition to the Mrs. Harold Douglas 753-1220,
Eight persons were cited by the
Mrs. Woodall is the former
Awards will be Mrs. Humphrey Key 753-3851, Blvd. They have two children,
in 1960, he continued east side. He won a Bronze Star
consolidated
warmer. Highs today and categories.
on
Department
Paulette Thompson, daughter of
Mrs. Vandal Wrather 753-2879. Charles David and Carol Anne. Murray Police
the school and his while serving in Europe and
of
principal
as
Tuesday mostly in the 50s. Lows
Saturday and Sunday. They were Mrs. Euple Thompson of Almo
BLOODMOBILE
teacher. He was separated from his wife,
grade
sixth
as
wife
tonight mostly in 40s.
public
for
two
two
of
speeding,
Thompson
for
Ronald
and
The Red Cross Bloodmobile
TAPE PLAYER STOLEN
team until the coroner's office said.
basketball
the
coached
on
driving
for
drunkenness, one
Louisville. Her husband, Spec. 4
will be in Mayfield on Tuesday, Bill Ice of Hart Hall, Murray
The second victim, Mrs
still
but
ago,
several
years
EXTENDED FORECAST
suspended license, one for public John Richard ( Ricky ) Woodall
Detember 7,from I to 7 p.m. and State University, reported the
to attend all the Delores Bolstad, 49, jumped
continued
Kentucky: The extended
illegal
and
drunkenness
of
tour
his
for
September
left in
December 8 from 9 a.m. to 3 theft of a tape player from his car
four hours later from the south
outlook, Wednesday through on
possession of alcohol, one for duty in Vietnam. Woodall had his basketball games both at school
The Bloodmobile will be while it was parked in the
end of the span. She parked her
was
He
schools.
other
at
and
Friday, shows cloudy through p.m.
driving while intoxicated, and basic training at Fort Campbell
Methodist parking lot of West Springer Hall
of located at the First
and respected by the car, dropped her purse, climbed
chance
admired
with
Friday
intoxicated,
Fort
at
while
one
training
driving
for
advanced
his
and
Local Red Cross of- lathe Murray Police Department
the railing and jumped.
precipitation mostly as rain. Church
unneccessary noise, disorderly Huachuca, Arizona. He is the son student body, teachers, parents,
that any Calloway on Saturday at 1:56 p.m. Ice said
The Coast Guard only recova
school,
the
of
patrons
all
and
Temperatures cooler during ficials said
condu.ct, and driving on of Mrs. Nell Gore of Dexter and
citizen may provide for the player was stolen between
SHOPPING DAV%
ered Hager's
before
spokesman
said
period with lows mostly in mid- County
mason
license,
brick
as
according t° was einfiroyed
ousPended
future blood needs by midnight and eight a.m. on
TIL CHRISTMAS
discontinuing their search.
degree
his
received
Rogers
Mr
30s and highs in upper 30s to mid his family's
the citation reports.
before entering the service.
donating at this time
Saturday
40s

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center Dedicated, MSU

U.S. Gunships Called
In To Help Cambodian
Troops This Morning

Newcomers Dance Is
Planned On Friday

Murray Student

injured Here

M. B. Rogers, Long Time
Principal, Dies Sunday

Collisions
Investigated
By Officers

Decoration Contest
Planned For Murray

Beaman Appointed
To State Council

Mrs. Woodall Wins
Call To Husband
Now In Vietnam

Two Leap To Death
From Golden Gate

The Weather
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THE MORAL ANGLE

Should IRS tax
a burglar's loot?

Louisville, Ky.—Robert J.
Dath, District Director of Internal Revenue, announced today
By FATHER LESTER
that Kentucky taxpayers will
obhgecl to uphold the contract?
Copley News Service
mail their Federal income tax
J. D.
returns in 1972 to the new Internal
Dear J. D.:
Dear
Father
Lester:
A greater need can subRevenue
Service
Center,
I thought it was a joke when I sequently arise under
Memphis
which it
,
Tennesse
e
38110.
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
read that the Internal Revenue would be unreaso
nable to
The first Kentucky Federal tax Service
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
was taxing the net adhere to the original contract
.
returns for the taxable year 1971 income of
a man from For instance, a person who
MONDAY—DECEMBER 6, 1971
to be sent to the new Memphis burglary. The IRS
gave him the made a gift contract and then
Service Center are the income standard deduction of
$1,000 without serious personal fault
tax returns for individuals that and the personal exemption
but
will be filed on and after January added the special self- becomes almost destitute so
that he now needs the donation
1,1972.
employment tax.
for himself and his family can
Individu
Does the IRS have a right to cancel the contract
al income tax returns
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
. Likewise,
include the following tax forms: be serious about the burglar's a company
with a long-term
Form 1040 - Individual Income tax?
Ike Griffin,age 113, died yesterday at his home ca Murray Route
contract for manufacturing
Tax Return
John Me. televisions could be rightly
Four. .
Form 1040 ES - Declaration of Dear John:
Donald Tucker was named president of the'Murray Real Estate
forced, at the sudden outtreak
Estimated Income Tax
The income of the man from of war, to void the contract and
Board. Other officers are Harding Galloway, Ottis Patton, and
F orm 1040 X - Amended In- burglary belongs neither to the to
Wayne Wilson.
begin
manufacturing
burglar nor to the IRS. It electronic equiprnent for the
dividual Return
A construction program by the Southern Bell Telephone
Dath said business returns are belongs to the rightful owners, nation's defense.
Company costing $75,000 has been started here. The company is
people
not to be filed with the Memphis the
who
So, too, the economy could be
were
placing new cable on Highway 641 toward Benton, Highway 94
in such bad shape that
Service Center until July 1, 1972. burglarized.
toward the lake, Highway 121 toward New Concord, and the
The man should be forced to retroactive wages beyond a
Business returns include the
necessary feeder cable to these areas from the central office at
income returns for corporations, make restitution so far as certain limit could trigger the
7th and Olive Streets.
partnerships, and fiduciaries, possible and then punished for inflation spiral to disastrous
Charles Hale, newly elected Calloway County Tax Comconsequences. In such case the
excise tax returns, and employer his criminal act.
missioner, was sworn in by Judge Waylon Rayburn. He took
The money that the IRS could contracts should be abrogated.
returns for social security,
office December 1.
get as taxes on the burglaries
railroad retirement and income
should be gotten, it seems to
iiddress your queationa to
tax withholding. These returns me, by
the court and used in Father Lester. I ipley News
C.pley NersimPen
should continue to be sent to the restitution. The
money either is Service, P. 0 Box 190, San
Internal Revenue Service Center, returned in whole or
part to the Diego, Calif 92112 Enclose a
Cincinnati, Ohio 45298 until the rightful owners or, if they
The Almanac
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
are stamped, self-addressed enJuly 1, 1972 date.
unknown, it is put in something
velope.
By United Press International
The change in Service Centers like the general welfare fund of
Ardath Anne Boyd of Murray was one of five Murray State
Today is Monday, Dec. 6, the from Cincinnati, Ohio, is nec- the community that suffered
College students to receive the George H. Weiner Foundation
340th day of 1971.
cessary to equalize the returns the loss. The courts should not POWER STSLUGHILE
scholarship totalling $1000.
HIMEJI, Japan ( UPI
10The moon is between its full processing workload which has be less hard-nosed about
Another dog has been poisoned by strychnine in Murray. It was
ton sailboat returned Friday
phase and last quarter.
making
the
increase
man
nationall
pay
d
from
y
54
restituti
on
EXECOTIVf VIC! PittsiDENT
a fine bird dog owned by Bill Barker.
There are no morning stars. million in the early 1960's to 113 than the IRS about collecting from a projected world voyage
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Tribulation worketh patience—Romans 5:3.
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and Virginia during the 1972 filing morally, from obeying the law.
responsible for the ridiculous and unjustified embargo on trade of this definite emergency to
ithat almost everybody stands around fiddling with
Now You Know
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season.
with Rhodesia, has received a sharp slap from the United States dispel the dark war clouds."
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The diameter of the earth
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and receipt of income tax the good intended by the law.
the U.N. resolution and nullify it insofar as the United States is Harbor the next day.
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tucky taxpayers to use the Dear Father Lester:
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When the Third World delegates in the U.N. jumped with joy at Eisenhower became Comman
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d- preprinted tax forms
and
America's defeat in the Red China-Taiwan debate, the United
er-in-Chief of Operation Over"These are the times that try men's souls."
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Service due during
organization already was at low ebb in terms of public respect. of Europe.
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The delegates to the United Nations General Assembly
freeze. But the labor members
seriously miscalculated American opinion Nov. 16 when they
complained the board had no
A thought for today: Franklin
Never start a car or snow right to abrogate a legal
voted 106 to 2, with 13 abstentions, to order the United States
conto D. Roosevelt said, "We too,
blower in an enclosed area such tract made in good faith before
continue its ban on the importation of chrome ore. The U.N.
is born to freedom and believing
as the garage. That start could the freeze. "A contract's a
likely to pay dearly for that act of arrogance As the Chicago in freedom, are willing to
fight
TONITE & TUE.
be your finish if carbon monoxide contract," they say.
Tribune rightly noted, this "attempt by the assembly to apply
to maintain freedom."
poisoning results.
Isn t the Pay Board morally
pressure upon a sovereign state in the midst of law-making
procedure was unprecedented." Twenty-four countries, most
of
them African, drew up the resolution calling on the U.S. government to take the "necessary measures" to prevent Rhodesia
n
imports. Clearly, the U. N. delegates don't understand the nature
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of America's law-making system. It is inconceivable that the
Congress or Chief Executive would bow to the will of the grab
bag
countries in the U.N.-indeed to any group of foreign nations,
There is a mood in Washington that
large or small.
people of basic health care. The diComing Wed
government-sponsored medical insurThis attempted dictation by the U.N. is all the more irritating in
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view of the composition of the international body. Many of the
ance for all Americans is an idea
problem promise spirited debate both
member states are communist dictatorship. The vast majority of
whose time has come. Whether the
on
their philosophy and their fiscal
members are synthetic, vest pocket countries, many of them
government should assume some resoundness. Congress and the public
dependent on U.S. foreign aid. Perhaps the enactment into law of
— and —
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must keep two inescapable facts in
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appears
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countries something about American political processe
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House Ways and Means Committee
surance
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now.
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: The letter signed "RESIGNED" interested me, but your very clever non-answer interested me even
more. "Resigned" said her husband batted zero in the love
department, "but when a woman can't change a situation,
she had better learn to live with it. And that's what I'm
doing. Outside of being no Romeo, he's a good, sober, hardworking man, whieb.is slot more than some women have."
And the signed herself "RESIGNED". Your answer: "As
long as you remain 'resigned' you'll have no problem,"
Now, I ask you, Dear Abby, what if she doesn't remain
resigned?
"ONCE RESIGNED—BUT NO MORE"
DEAR ONCE: Either the woman's frustrations overwhelm her, and in order to get some attention she becomes
a neurotic with some very real symptoms. Headaches,
backaches, "nerves", pill-popping, martinis, to name a few.
Or she finds herself a romance on the side, and the only
thing that bothers her is her conscience--occasionally. But
rather than take her problem to a professional, who might
be able to improve her relationship with her husband. she
keeps telling ?refuel/ it's hopeless, because she really likes
the situation as it is, and If her husband should "recover",
she won't be able to justify her playing around.
And by the way, this works the same with the husband
who justifies his playing around because his wife is "cold".
There are no "cold" people, Just those who don't know how
to kindle the fire and keep it going.
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DEAR ABBY: This is a letter to "Resigned" and to all
her spiritual sisters who find themselves in a sexually unfulfilling marriage, and who nobly tell themselves, -When a
wife can't change a situation, she had better learn to live
with it. After all, he is a sober, hard-working man, and for
security and the children's sake, etc., etc."
That was me 20 years ago. I also made the best of a
marriage with a dull, unresponsive husband, and I suppressed everything I felt inside, and even convinced myself
that I was in control and was doing the right thing.
Now I am 45, my children are grown, and all the frustrations I've suppressed for years have suddenly broken
thru. I suddenly realize that I've probably done my
husband a great injustice by assuring him that everything
was "fine", and I was perfectly happy with things the way
they were. For in a way, he was cheated, too. I don't know
yet how this will turn out, but the realization that I've
compromised my life away is almost unbearable.
I have no advice for all the "Resigneds" of the world,
except perhaps to say that right now you are dealing with
surface feelings, and one day you'll have to face your inner
feelings honestly And my God, how it hurts! JUST "ME"
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"DEAR ABBNin I think the letter signed "RESIGNED" is
the most intelligent I have ever read in your column.
Here is a woman who had a cross to bear, and she bore
it. No woman has everything That woman's husband did
not give her the sexual satisfaction she would have liked,
but she reviewed his other attributes, and was grateful for
them, That woman was a saint'
We would be amazed at some of the things we can do
without if we have to. Sign me
BEEN THERE

the earl:
is 26 mile
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DEAR BEEN: I agree, it a woman MUST do without
something. she shows maturity and intelligence in accepting
her lot with grace and being grateful for that which she has
to coMpensate. But in this enlightened age while some
women MUST live without sexual fulfillment, many do not.
They just think they do.

rf?

What's year problem' You'll feel better lf you get it off
year chest. Write to ABBY, Box (WIN. Los Asset's. Cal.
9•666. For a personal reply eoelose stamped. addressed
envelope.
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Winners for the regular day of
bridge held by the women of the
Oaks Country Club on Wednesday
have been announced.
They were Murrelle Walker,
..igh, and Ada Sue Roberts, low.
Bonnie Story was the hostess for
the day.
The next session of bridge will
be held Wednesday, December 11,
at 930 alp. with Ada Sue
Roberts as hostess.
Members are asked to make
reservations by calling her at
753-8311, days, and 753-2259,
nights.

First look

is creative
ANN ARBOR, MICH.
(UPI): The average person
who would like to get more
out of art or even the everyday surroundings of his
life ought to "always look
upon things as if you were
seeing 1 hem_for the last
time in your lifee'
The advice -is from Michael P. Church. cultural
activities director of the
University of Michigan Extension Service. Because of
his continuing work with
art groups across the state,
he has been dubbed "Michigan's Evangelist of Art."
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the ankle strap grab the major December 2, at the community
ys written by Mrs. Georgia
attention in the new footwear room of the Federal Savings and
The Lottie Moon Group of the
ear's third grade on "What
Loan building.
collections for spring.
First Baptist Church will meet at
Home Meant To The Child".
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young
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their solid,
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Mizpah.
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in the social hour served by Mrs.
and more) heels.
meet at the church at seven p.m.
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Tommy Carraway, Larry Contri,
American Footwear Institute, member of Beta Sigma Phi for
Sisterhood will meet at the home
Wallace F'ord, Fred Gardner,
representing the bulk of the fifteen years, having transferred John
of Mrs. AIL- Titsworth at 7:30
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industry. The institute was one to six different chapters during
p.m.
Gerry Requarth, Frank
Morgan,
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Robinson, Ray Sims, Ray Story,
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Designers
Group
American
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were
by
All three
Children's Concert, Murray
Tony Taylor, Bruce Thomas, and
shows underway all week for candlelight and were presided
Richard Ford, all members of the
State University Auditorium.
visiting fashion reporters from over by Mrs. Ray Sims,
Alpha Gamma Exemplar
9:30 a.m.Concert: Hazel, Faxon,
newspapers, television and ra- president. Members from both Xi
Chapter, and Mesdames Dale
Lynn Grove, Kirksey, Sigma
dio.
chapters assisted at various
Barrow, Franklin Carroll, Gary
Kindergarten, Memorial Baptist
Something For All
times.
Lamb,Mike Adams, Jackie Fain,
Kindergarten, Lutheran KinThe Institute says there's
Jimmy
Houston,
Robert
dergarten, University Kinsomething for every woman; In the business meeting which
Sherry
dergarten, Head Start, and the
Miss
Ragsdale,
and
maybe she doesn't want that followed, the ways and means
Russell Dowdy, Jr. _
Mr. and
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bulky wedgie. Then there are chairman, Mrs. Fred Gardner, Williams, members of
of
Ritual
Omicron
Middle School.
Gamma
miff `ot Miss like that on the dress. She sandals "naked as laybirds” reported that the picture project Jewels Chapter.
1:5 p.m. Concert: Carter,
carried a single white carnation right alongside the traditional at Sears had been successful.
Russell
Dowdy,
Kathy
Woods
and
Robertson, Special Ed., the 5th
solemnized in a lovely tipped in blue with blue pump and other covered-up It
and 6th Grades and Special Ed. Jr., were
was reported by the Set-vice
silhouettes.
wedding
on Friday, streamers.
family
Double-Duty Roast
committee that a robe had been
of Murray Middle School,
Charles Holland was the best
o'clock
in
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19,
at
seven
Memorial Baptist Kindergarten,
given
to
A big roast that gives doua
.
young
lady
who is ill.
Many of the pumps are
Bethel United man for Mr. Dowdy.
ble duty is a good buy, espeUniversity Kindergarten, Sigma the evening at the
Members voted to bring items to
designed
with
block
heels,
some
The bride's mother wore a blue
cially during the holiday seathe next meeting to fill a
Kindergarten, Mother Goose Methodist Church.
former double knit ensemble and the low and sturdy, others with the
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Kindergarten, and the University Rev. John Bradley,
Christmas
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to
be
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to a
BethelChurch, groom's mother was attired in a higher stacked heels. Higher chosen
minister
of
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dinner can be sliced
cial
School.
family. The group also
thin, spread with a homeperformed the impressive double pale green brocade ensemble. heels seem on their way, voted to send
Christmas cards to
made dip or spread, rolled
Baskets of Both wore corsages of white although many women say they shut in
ring ceremony.
sorority sisters across the
The WSCS of the Goshen United white gladioli were placed on carnations.
won't wear them, won't give up
up, secured with a small
nation.
Methodist Church will meet at each side of the church altar.
the getting-around comfort of
pick and arranged on lettuce
Reception
for luncheon. Or secure the
the home of Mrs. Groover Parker Mrs. Onieda White, organist, Following the ceremony a lower heels.
The program was given by
rolled slices with several
at seven p.m.
presented a program of nupitial reception was held in the
Patent always is a big spring Mrs. Gerry Requarth entitled
nicks and cut each roll in
music.
Her selections were basement of the Church for the
two or three segments and
Group I of the First Christian "We've Only Just Begun-, "I families and few close friends. seller, but spring '72 will see a "Stimulants of Thought". At the
appetizers.
Church CWF will meet in the Love You Truly", and the The couple left later for a rebirth of suede, soft-brushed beginning of the program Mrs. serve as
kid
in
and
dressy
for
sports
home of Mrs. Robert Hopkins at traditional wedding marches.
wedding trip to Orlando, Florida.
ten a.m. with Mrs. William Van The bride is the daughter of They are now at home in Riveria sandals and ties.
Meter as cohostess.
Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Woods of Courts, Murray.
Boots don't leave the scene
Howard Titsworth will have the Murray Route Four, and the The new Mrs. Dowdy was
just because warm weather's
drumsticks with dippin d•
Great finger foods for
program and worship.
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. graduated from Clarenceville ahead. They do have more open
sauces ... ground chicken
parties are suggested by
Russell Dowdy, Fairlane Drive, High School, Lavonia, Michigan, work and new materials include
balls seasoned with dill...
the National Broiler Coun•
Group II of the CWF of tin Murray.
delicate chicken fritters ...
and is now employed at Burger white burlap with silver eyelets.
cii How about thrifty
First Christian Church will meet'
fun foods for parties and
Chef. Mr. Dowdy has completed Herbert and Beth Levine, who
Bride's Dress
chicken liver pate . . . oven
at the Murray Art Guild at two Given in marriage by her his tour of duty with the Armed helped to
all within a modest budget t
fp,ed wing sticks .. deeppioneer boots, take
p.m. with Mrs. A. Carman and father, the bride was lovely in her Services and is now working at them into
because chicken is a great
fried chicken breast nugspring including a
value in protein foods.
Mrs. Marvin Fulton as hostesses. floor length wedding dress of lace Uncle Jeff's.
gets ... crisp chicken
"Slim Jim" stretch boot.
Mrs. Charles Mason Baker will with silk organza over taffeta. •
bring the Christmas story.
The dress featured long finger Up
sleeves swim an empire waist line.
The Jessie Lndwick Circle of Clusters of lace were used on the
the First Presbyterian Church hem of the dress and the long
will have its annual Christmas flowing train which was attached
potluck luncheon at noon at the at the yoke in the back.
home of Mrs. Vernon Campbell, Her shoulder length veil of
1701 College Farm Road.
illusion was attached to a tiara of
THANK YOU! That is what these money
seed pearls and beads. She
coupons are meant to say. We apsaving
The Annie Armstrong Group of carried a beautiful bridal
preciate your business...And remember
the First Baptist Church will bouquet of white carnations with
Boone's Laundry and Cleaners' high quality
meet at the home of Mrs. W.J. pearl hearts.
Pitman at 7:30 p.m.
Sanitone Dry Cleaning and fine service
Miss Marty Dulac was the
bride's only attendant. She wore
remain the same. Nothing changed but the
The TOPS Club will meet at the a blue satin floor length dress
price!
Health Center at seven p.m.
fashioned sleeveless and with a
No limit on
square neckline and empire
what you bring
The Phebian Sunday School waistline with a blue ribbon sash,
On each coupon
Class of the First Baptist Church tier headpiece was a blue bow
The
more
will meet at the Community'svaluable
Wednesday, December 8
Room of the Federal Savings and
ea.
coupons you use
for
the more you
Loan Company at 7:30 p.m. with The Pottertown Homemakers
save
Bring
Southside
any
number. You must present
Group I, Mrs. Vernon Shown, Club will meet at
Bring any number. You must present this
Restaurant at ten a.m.
captain, in charge.
this coupon when you bring your
Take
the
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
coupons to any 5
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.
Boone's Cleaners.
convenient
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order The
Concord
New
Boone Cleaner
Coupon Good thru
locat,o(,s
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet Homemakers Club will meet at
Coupon Good thru
December 31, 1971
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m. the Holiday Inn at eleven am.for
December 31, 1971
the Christmas party and
The Delta Department of the revealing of sunshine friends.
Murray Woman's Club will meet
On
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with The Arts and Crafts Club will
your Dry
Mesdames Jim Mouser, Helen Q. meet at the home of Mrs. Gatlin
leaning During
Bennett, Sar Harry Sledd, A.B. Oopton at 11:30 a.m. A potluck
Boone Cleaners
Koppered, E.B. Howton, Miss luncheon will be served.
(Men's or ladies)
Clara Eagle, and Miss Rubie
Appreciation
Smith as hostesses.
Sale
The WSCS of the Mason's
ea.
ea•
Church
Methodist
Chapel
United
The Kappa Department of the
seven
at
church
meet
at
the
willl
Murray Woman's Club will have
Bring any number. You must present
Bring any number. You must present this
its Children's Christmas party at p.m.
this coupon when you bring your
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
p.m.
with
the club house at 6:30
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.
Boone's Cleaners.
Murray
Mesdames Field Montgomery, The
South
Coupon Good thru
Coupon Good thru
Jerry Henry, Dwain Taylor, Dan Homemakers Club will meet at
December 31, 1971
December 31, 1971
McKinney, Dan Miller, and the Holiday Inn at 11:30 a.m.
Tommy Shirley as hostesses.
Monday, December 6
Quad-State Band Festival will
be held all day at the University
Auditorium with the concert at
seven p.m. No charge.
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CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
25%-50% Off —*GIRLS
— BOYS —
GOWNS

*
*
*
*

Ritual Of Jewel Degree Administered To
Nu Phi Mu Chapter By Xi Alpha Gamma

Miss Kathy Woods & Russell Dowdy, Jr., Footwear Styles
Exchange Wedding Vows At Bethel Church For Spring

BER 6, 1971
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CHRISTMAS Pis
Open Every Sunday
* DRESSES
DRESS SHIRTS Selected Sizes
1:00-5:30
* CAPES
PANTS
and Weekdays 9:00-9:00
*
SWEATERS
SPORT COATS
FREE PARKING! * FREE GIFT WRAPPING!
KIDS, WATCH FOR SANTA ... HE'S COMING TO MOTHER GOOSE SOON!!

Mrs.

Finger foods ,

All Coupons Good Thru
December 31, 1971

BOONE'S

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
The Cleaner Interested In You"

•
411300NE'S

BOONE'S

BLANKETS
99'

SHIRTS LAUNDERED
4
994

OONE'

OONE'S

SAVE

SLACKS

69a

Clip
These
Inflation
Fighter
Coupons

All Coupons Good
December
DIM
31 at all Boone's
Cleaners Stores.

SPORT COATS
69'

BOONE'

BOONE'S

MEN'S SUITS

LADIES PANT SUITS

Reg. '1.60
each
Bring any number. You must present
this coupon when you bring your
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
December 31, 1971

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested In You"

and PLAIN DRESSES
ea. $

1.09

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
December 31, 1971

Available At All
Boone's Cleaners,
5 Convenient Locations

13th & Main
6th Si Poplar
5 Points
Story Ave.
603 Main
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In Pro Football

CI
Rc

Browns Clinch Playoff Spot While Miami
Minnesota, Detroit And Oakland Defeated

The field in the race to the quest of Miami, Philadelphia touchdown run with an inter- Webser's 27-yard field
goal asuper bowl apparently doesn't stunned Detroit 23-20, San ception finished it.
the gun sounded lifted Green
team.
include a super
Diego shocked Minnesota 30-14 Tom Hayes 60-yard fumble Bay to its tie with St. Louis.
It was somehow symbolic and Atlanta upended Oakland 24- return for a touchdown sparked
that on a day when the Miami 13.
Atlanta to its triumph over
Dolphins, Minnesota Vikings, Baltimore moved within a Oakland. Hayes scooped up a
Oakland Raiders and Detroit half-game of Miami by blanking Mary Hubbard fumble on his
Lions were all beaten, the Buffalo 24-0, Los Angeles own 40 and ran it in. A pair of
Cleveland Browns clinched the moved into a virtual tie with touchdowns by Art Malone, on
first playoff spot Sunday with a San Francisco by whipping New a 15-yard pass by Bob Berry
somewhat less than imposing 7- Orleans 45-22 and Washington and a one yard run, wrapped it
5 record.
remained a half-game behind up for Atlanta.
The day of upsets left only Dallas by downing the New Pete Liske's five-yard TD The West had it over the
one pro football team —Miami York Giants 23-7.
pass to Kent Kramer with one East Sunday night in the
—with less than three losses In the games in which neither minute left gave Philadelphia American Basketball Associaand the Dolphins, who were team is a contender, Denver the victory over Detroit and tion.
just starting to be touted as the vopped Chicago 6-3 and St. spoiled the Lions' chance to In the only two games
team of the future, weren't Louis tied Green Bay 16-16. In a capitalize on Minnesota's loss. played, Denver tripped Pit
exactly super in a 34-13 licking Saturday game, Dallas conti- Fifty-three seconds before the tsburgh 118-114 and Memphis
at the hands of —imagine —the nued its winning streak by Li.ske-Kramer score, Detroit — downed Virginia 117-113. The
New England Patriots.
routing the New York Jets 52- which trailed 16-0 at halftime — scheduled contest between CaComplex Playoff Set-Up
10.
had taken a 20-16 lead on Greg rolina and the Floridians al
Cleveland was able to claim Cincinnati jumped to a 20-7 Landry's five-yard TD run. Tampa, Fla., was postponed.
the Central Division AFC title lead against Cleveland but the Tom Dempsey, who kicked his Ralph Simpsons's 32 points
with a 7-5 mark after edging Browns fought
back
and record 63 yarder against the led Denver past Pittsburgh and
Cincinnati 31-27 because Pit- eventually won the game on Lions last year, had three field kept the Rockets a half game
tsburgh, now 5-7, lost to Lerly Kelly's four-yard touch- goals including a 52-yarder.
behind third place Memphis u.
Houston 29-3. If both teams down run with 1:48 left in the
the West Division. Pittsburgh's
3 Passes Intercepted
finish at 7-7, Cleveland is still game. Bill Nelsen hit on 14 of Houston interdepted three loss dropped the Condors out of
the champion because it has 72 passes for 244 yards and two Terry Bradshaw passes to
set a tie for third place in the East
wound up its division schedule Ms for the Browns.
up a 1-point surge in the first half with New York and the
with a
5-1
mark
while Jim Plunkett, who celebrated and
beat
Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh is 3-2 with a game his 24th birthday Sunday, and Tackle Leo Brooks intercepted George Thompson led all
left.
Condor scorers with 28 points
his old Stanford receiver Randy a ix,. .4 set up a
after Pittsburgh high scorer
But explaining the rest of the Vataha —who was 23 Saturday
safety John Charles
set up
touchdwna
playoff picture is like trying to —celebrated with a pair of TD two field goals with a pair of John Brisker was ejected for
figure out Phase II. There are passes to give New England its thefts.
fighting with 9:52 remaining in
four clubs —Miami, Baltimore, victory
over
Miami,_ The In other games, Larry Brown the first period. Brisker
Kansas City and Oakland —still Patriot victory snapped- Mia- scored two touchdowns and squared off with Art Becker of
vying for the other three spots mi's eight-game wihning streak. Curt Knight kicked three
Rockets. Becker
was
field the
in the AFC. Six clubs —Dallas, Ailing Bob Griese played for goals in Washington's win
over treated for a bloody nose after
Washington, Minnesota, Detroit, the Dolphins but was lifted in the Giants; Willie
Ellison the melee.
San Francisco and Los Angeles the third period after Larry scored on an 80-yard
run, Wendell Ladner pumped in 27
—are prime contenders for the Carwell's 53-yard touchdown Travis Williams returned
a points for Memphis, 22 of them
four spots in the NFC and return of a Griese pass.
kickoff 105 yards and Roman In the second half when the
Atlanta still has an outside
Viking's 3rd Lou
Gabriel threw three TD passes Pros overcame a 58-51 halftime
shot.
Minnesota had put together in the Los Angeles victory over deficit. Ladner also collected 15
Lead Decided Tonight
back-to-back 12-2 seasons but New Orleans; Norm Bulaich's rebounds while teammates GerThings are so close that the the Vikings were beaten for the one-yard TD
run and Johnny ald Govan and Wilbert Jones
lead in both the NFC and AFC third time in 1971 when San Unitas' first
TD pass of the picked off 21 rebounds each.
West will be at stake tonight Diego exploded for N points in year sparked
Baltimore past Charlie Scott and Julius
when San Francisco meets the final period. John Hadl's Buffalo; Jim
Turner's 33 and 37 Erving accounted for practicalKansas City.
five-yard TD pass to Mike field goals offset Mac Perci- ly the entire Squires' offense.
In the other three upsets Garrett started the rally and val's
34-yarder as Denver Scott tallied 38 points, 31 of
besides New England's con- two Dennis Partee field goals topped
them in the first half, and
Chicago
and
Tim
Erving netted 36.
and
Pete
Barnes 36-yard

Memphis
Defeats
Virginia

GOING UP—Randy Shelton (21) of Calloway has a partner
up with him in an attempt to block the shot. George Landoll
(41)
going op with him on this shot as he Is about to put in two
points looks on from beloh
against Murray High Saturday night. Tyrone McCuiston 1331
is
Stan P"t9 by David Hill

Murray High Opens New Gym OVC Teams
With Victory Over Calloway
Hit Hard
By David Hill
layup and the battle was on. Both took their seats during that last
It was the same old story. The teams were keyed up for this quarter. Both sides were exLakers had held the lead meeting and the fans were no tremely keyed up as the rivalry
came to a head. Pandemonium By United Press Internation
throughout the entire game, only different.
al
la have a fourth quarter scoring Calloway came back as Johnny broke loose from the home Ohio Valley Conference baskspree by the host Murray High Stockdale took two on a jump section when the Tigers took over etball teams, warming up beTigers snatch the victory from shot, but the host quint pulled to the lead. Cheerleaders urged fore conference play next
them 61-56.
within one on a three point play fans to stand up and support their month, fared poorly against
The meeting of the two cross- by Adam Lanning. Stockdale teams, but the fans needed little non-league opponents over the
town rivals was Saturday nigh again netted two, but Porter urging.
weekend.
and was the first game to be McCuiston matched it. Two field Fillmore the Laker Swamprat
Southwestern Louisiana surplayed in the new Murray High goals by Greg Howard pushed the was on hand to cheer the Lakers
prised
Western Kentucky 105-84,
gymnasium. The new gym was Laker lead back to five with 3:42 on. For those who haven't seen
the University of Tennesseesomewhat of a disappointment to left to play in the third period. Fillmore, he ( or she?? is a grayMartin trimmed Middle Tennesmany, because there still wasn't The takers did not score again in colored rat with a red shirt
see
State 66-65 and Cheyney
bearing the mascot's name on the
enough room to seat everyone. that round.
State edged Murray State 81-80.
Every seat in the house was filled Late in the quarter the Tigers back.
Fillmore waves a
and people were standing in the made their move. They collected Calloway County Laker penant Only Austin Peay emerged
doorways at one end.
six straight on baskets by Tyrone with one hand.
from the weekend campaign a
The Lakers started off strong McCuiston, Adam Lanning, and The Lakers won the battle of victory, nipping the University
and appeared to be in control of Ray Lane to take the lead 42-41 the boards with 32 rebounds to of North Carolina-Charlotte 75the game from the start. They for the first time since the their hosts' 27. The Tigers lost 74.
the ball eight times; Calloway
lead at the end of the first quarter Opening minutes.
In games tonight, it's East
by seven, 19-12. David Wyatt Calloway tied it up at 42 all on a turned it over 18.
ricore6 seven of Calloway's free throw by Greg Howard, but Murray High hit on 26 of 59 Tennessee playing Roanoke,
twelve points in the second round It was all over. The Lakers never from the field and Calloway Eastern Kentucky meeting Dayton, Morehead taking on Marto pace the visitors.
gave up, but the Tigers had taken completed 21 of their 59 tries.
The Murray High majorettes shall and Murray going against
Murray came back in that the lead and meant to keep it.
second round to pull to within They held a ten-point advantage provided halftime entertainment Western Carolina. All are home
four. 33-29. Tyrone McCuiston with less than three minutes to to the music of the Murray High games for the OVC teams.
However, Tennessee Tech is
came through for Murray with go. From that point, their guests stage band.
in Jacksonville for action in the
eight of their 17 points.
SCORING
outscored them three to one, but
Calloway County 56) —Wells, Sunshine Classic tournament.
Adam Lanning kicked off the they couldn't beat the clock.
second half for Murray with a Fans from both sides hardly 11, Ferguson, 2, Wyatt,8, Shelton,
Games Wednesday will see
10, Waters, 2, Stockdale, 18,
East Tennessee at Richmond
Howard, 5.
and Middle Tennessee hosting
KENTUCKY COLLEGE
Murray High (61)
Mc- Birmingham Southern.
BASKETBALL SCORES
Eastern
Cuiston, 19, T. McCuiston. 17,
Kentucky plays at St. Francis
By United Press International
Lanning, 13, Bramley, 1, Landoll,
Pa., Friday.
Kentucky 79 Kansas 69
3, Luther, 6, Lane, 2.
Dinar or Dollar
Louisville 116 Bellarmine 58
Bowling League
A home crowd of 12,463
Florida State 96 Eastern KenDENSON SUSPENDED
watched as Southwestern LouisTeam
tucky 90
W L
SAN DIEGO (UPI, —The
iana upset Ohio Valley ConferCheyney State 81 Murray State 80 Ti Robs
28 20 Minnesota Vikings have susence champion Western KenSouthwestern Louisiana 105 No Ones
27 21 pended eight-year veteran wide
Giddy Biddies
tucky. The Hilltoppers were
27 21 receiver
Western Kentucky 84
Al Denson for failing
25/
1
2 22' 1
subdued
by the 37-point effort
Kentucky Wesleyan 99 Alcorn A Maybe's
Alley Cats
25 23 to report to practice after he
of Roy Ebron.
& M 82
Strike Outs
24/
1
2 23' 7 was lifted from
the
active
n 26
Campbellsville 103 Clinch Valley Losers
Fan Tales
13 35 roster and placed on the taxi
Neither team led by more
78
High Team Game (SC)
squad.
Ti Robs
than six points as UT Martin,
Northwood 71 Pikeville 66
596
Strike Outs
569 TRAYNOR ILL
led by the 16-point effort of
Berea 107 Wilmington 88
Losers
568
PITTSBURGH I UPI, --Ha- Mike Casey, downed Middle
Cumberland 98 Union 79
High Team Game (HC
T, Robs
776 rold "Pie" Traynor was listed Tennessee. Chester Brown had
DePauw 90 Centre 78
Losers
767 in fair condition Sunday after 18 for MTSU.
Georgetown 80 Lincoln Memorial Strike Outs
765
being treated for a respiratory
High Team Series (SC)
Ti Robs
1676 ailment at Allegheny General Murray State rallied from a
Franklin 85 Thomas More 80
Strike Outs
1624 Hospital. The 72-year-ol
d for- 16-point deficit, but it was not
Maybe's
1616
Sue Bennett 103 IndianaHigh Team Series (HC)
mer third baseman of the enough to overcome Cheyney
Maybe's
2222 Pittsburgh Pirates was treated State in a close home match
Southeast 78
Ti Robs
2216
and Eastern 'Kentucky became
Louisville Frosh. 101 Sullivan Strike Outs
2212 for a similar ailment several
Florida State's second victim
Business 83
months ago at the hospital
High Averages
of the young season in TallaElizabethtown Comm 87 KenJanie Knight
hassee, Fla.
160
tucky Wesleyan Frosh 74
FITTING
Margaret Morton
PUNISHMENT
156
Glenda Hill
A
Transylvania Tip-Off Tourney
judge in Los Angeles has
155
Torn Santel hit two free
Jane Buchanan
154 sentenced a pickpocket
Northern Kentucky State 85 Mary Smith
to wear throws with five
147
seconds left to
mittens
for
Martha Alls
the
David Lipscomb 75 (3rd)
next
two
years lift Austin Peay over
146
Scott
UC-Char•145 whenever he appears in a pubTransylvania 99. Hanover 90 Pat
Kay Addision
lotte. Santel led the scoring
141 lic place
1st ;
Hilda Bennett
14C
with 16 points.
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Owens Food
Jerrys Rest,
Bank of Mur
Krogers
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Ezells Beaul
Johnsons Gr
Johnsons Or
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Ezells Beaul
Owens Food
Johnsons Gr

JUST ARRIVED!
HUNDREDS OF RECORDS!
TOP ARTISTS - CLASSICS

High
Ezells Beaul
Johnsons Or
NHCA

COUNTRY 8 WESTERN

High
Ezells Beaui
Johnsons Or
Murray Insi
High
Mildred Ho(
Kay Lax
Mary Harri!
High
Kay Lax
Mildred Hoc
Mary Harri•
High
Mary Herrn
Betty Dixon
Mildred Hoc

Give A Personalized Football Jersey

High
Mary Ham!
Bonnie Hale
Betty Dixon

One name or number imprinted Free on any shirt
purchased at Wallace's!

(Offer Expires December 25th)

ct
(
'/

* OPEN UNTIL 8 *

• e

Wallace's Book Store
IAWMCIAVAVAVAwAvAVNImeVAIMICAIM-VAVAVA-VAIVAIZA-VTI

Marilyn Par
Wanda Nani
Betty Dixon
Mildred Hoc
Betty Riley
Kay Lax
Leta Norswi

FEW!
Membei
Lutheran
from 75,
73,307,479
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College Grid Roundup

Cheyney State Slips By
Racers 8 1-80 Saturday
field goal
1 lifted Greel
ith St. Louis
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The Bowl Lineup

Nebraska Wins 12th Game With
Hawaii Win. Vols Shock Penn

hands over those hectic final pulled down 14 rebounds and
By MIKE BRANDON
ka was basking in the sun in
It was like watching two moments. But the unbelievable contributed 19 points in a superb
By tuned Press International Lions arguments
heavyweight boxers fighting for a second half team effort was not effort, Les Taylor scored 18
Nebraska is the first team to
Majors scampered for 151 Hawaii, didn't have any more
YORK (UPI)—The Game, Miami, Fla.
world championship. Both were quite enough.
win 12 games in an 11-game yards on punt and kickoff trouble than the Huskers did.
points while Steve Barret NEW
this year's college
for
lineup
The
of
story
Tuesday, Dec. 28
the game was in rounded out the starters' scoring
knocked down and almost
schedule.
returns for Tennessee. The Oklahoma routed Oklahoma St.
football bowl games:
Tangerine Bowl, Orlando, The top-ranked Cornhuskers Volunteers, now 9-2, are headed 58-14 as Jack Mildren ran for
knocked out. In the end the the turnover department. The with 10 points.
regular toward a Liberty Bowl show- two touchdowns and passed for
Fla.—Richmond (5-5) vs. Tole- wrapped
Cheyney State Wolves came out Racers committed 25 floor The Racers host a powerful Saturday, Dec. 11
up their
on top 81-80 but not before the miscues while Cheyney State Illinois State Saturday. The Grantland Rice Bowl, Baton do (10-0).
season with their 12th victory down on Dec. 20 against another and Greg Pruitt ran for
La.—Tennesseen State Blue-Gray Game, Montgome- Saturday night but the NCAA, Arkansas.
two more.
host Murray State Racers almost committed only five.
preliminary game at 5:30 pitz the Rouge,
meet
The Racers bested Cheyney freshman team of Kayo Willis' (8-1) vs. McNeese State (9-0). ry, Ala.
won in the final second.
which only allows college teams Syracuse wound up with a 5-5- The Sooners, who
Thursday, Dec. 30
The Racers fought back State in every other department. against Southeastern Illinois Boardwalk Bowl, Atlantic
to play 11 games, will list their 1 record by downing Miami of Auburn in the Sugar Bowl,
gallantly, being behind at one They outrebounded the much College of Harrisburg, Illinois. City, N.J.—Delaware (9-11 vs. Peach Bowl, Atlanta—Missis- record officially as 11-0.
Florida 14-0, The victory saved scored nine times in their 13
sippi )9-21 vs. Georgia Tech (6- That's because Nebraska's 45- coach Ben Schwartzwaler from possessions.
point by 16 points. With 3:52 left taller Wolves 44-31. The The varsity tilt will begin at C.W. Post (8-2).
Pioneer Bowl, Wichita Falls, 5).
in the game Cheyney State was Thoroughbreds shot .470 from the 7:30.
3 romp past Hawaii in Honolulu his first losing season since In other games, San Diego St.
(8-2) vs.
routed North Texas St. 44-28
Friday, Dec. 31
holding a 77-68 lead. Four points field and .750 from the line while Cheyney State
isn't officially recognized by the 1949.
44 37-81 Tex.—Louisiana Tech
(7-3).
Michigan
Western
Gator
while Bethany College topped
Bowl,
Jacksonville,
great
a
still
was
it
by BW Mancini and two by Les the Wolves ha .467 and .588.
But
NCAA.
Ron
and
Praetorius
Roger
32 48-80
Murray State
Camellia Bowl, Sacramento, Fla.—Georgia (10-1) vs. North vacation in the sun and the surf Page scored the two touch- Missouri Valley 17-14 in the
Taylor and Marcellus Starks
Ron Williams was outstanding
pulled the Racers to within one in defeat. Williams, who had only Cheyney(81)-Dorsey 6, Calif.—Boise State (9-2) vs. Carolina (9-2).
for the Cornhuskers after the downs on runs of 10 and seven 23rd annual Mineral Water
Bowl and Cal Lutheran whipped
Astro-Bluebonnet Bowl, Hous- tough test against Oklahoma yards.
point. Clifton hit underneath the two points at the half, fired in 19 Harrison 31, Swain 8, Greer 7, Chico State (9-2).
Westminster (Fa.) 30-14 to
basket with 1:15 left in the game over the final 20 minutes and Kirkland 18, Clifton 11 and All-en Share Bowl, Knoxville, Tenn. ton—Colorado (9-2) vs. Houston and before the Orange Bowl
Sooners' 9 Scores
vs. t 4-2i.
—Carson-Newman (9-2)
Classic against Alabama.
to put the Wolves up 79-76.
Oklahoma, which went to capture the NAIA's Division II
finished the game with 21. 0.
East-West Shrine Game, San
Nebraska frolicked to a 29 Stillwater, Okla., while Nebras- national title.
Murray(80)-Taykr 18, Mancini 'Fairmont, W.Va. (7-2).
Les Taylor tried to move under Marcellus Starks pulled down a
There will be seven bowl
the basket and was fouled. Big game high 15 rebounds and 19, Starks 8, Williams 21, Barret Orange Blossom Classic, Mia- Francisco,
halftime lead and coasted 4.11i,
mi, Fla.—Florida A&M (5-4) vs.
games this Saturday. Tennessee
during the second half. Quarter= RIGGS BEATS SHERMAN
Les hit both free throws and the scored eight points. Bill Mancini 10, House 4 and Brown 0.
Saturday, Jan. 1
Kentucky State College (8-2). .
back Jerry Tagge teamed up on LA JOLLA, Calif. (UPI) — St. meets McNeese. St. in the
Racers were within one point.
Rose Bowl, Pasadena, Calif.—
ChampionI
Division
NAIA
an 80-yard scoring play to tight Top-seeded Bobby Riggs of Grantland Rice Bowl, Louisiana
Eleven seconds later the Racers
ship, Birmingham, Ala.—Arkan- Michigan (11-0) vs. Stanford (8- end Jerry List after Dave Plandome, N. Y., won the Tech faces Western Michigan in
got the ball back again and
sas Tech (12-e) vs. Livingston, 3).
Mason ran 28 yards with an National Senior Hardcourt Ten- the Pioneer Bowl, Boise St.
Taylor hit for a layup to give the
Sugar Bowl, New Orleans—
State
Ala.
(9-1).
pass for the Corn- nis title Sunciay by defeating meets Chico St. in the Camellia
intercepted
Racers an 80-79 lead.
Auburn (9-1) vs. Oklahoma 10Saturday, Dec. 18
huskers' first touchdown and Bob Sherman of Rosemead, Bowl, Carson-Newman meets
With 30 seconds left Swain
Calif., 7-5, 4-6, 6-4. Barbara Fairmont, W. Va., in the Share
Sun Bowl, El Paso, Tex-.— 1).
rout was on.
swished a 25 footer and the
By MIKE BRANDON
reason for that Was the return of Louisiana State t 8-3) vs. Iowa -Cotton Bowl, Dallas-Texas (8- the
Weigandt of North Hollywood, Bowl, Florida A&M meets
Lou
1st
St.'s
Penn
Pennsylvania men took an 81-80 Murray State's Baby Racers guard Darnell Adell.
Adell
2) vs. Penn State (10-11.
In a game that had a bit Calif., captured the Women's Kentucky St. in the Orange
lead. The Racers called time out picked up their second straight turned in a fine performance and State 1 6-3i
Orafage Bowl, Miami—Ne- more significance, Tennessee singles crown with a 7-6, 0-6, 7-5 Blossom Classic and Arkansas
immediately as the capacity win of the season Saturtisky nigh% netted 15 points in the victory Pasadena Bowl, Pasadena,
braska (12-0) vs. Alabama (Dvs.
(4-6)
State
Calif.—Memphis
took advantage of Conrad upset of top-seeded Nancy Tech battles Livingson, Ala.,
crowd was near a heart seizure. by downing the Louisville All effort.
O)
in the NA1A Division I title
Graham's 76-yard run with a Neeld of Albuquerque, N. M.
The ball was worked in to Stars 97-77 in the preliminary Big Mike Coleman played his San Jose State (5-5-1).
Monday, Dec. 25
game
fumble recovery and Bobby
Taylor but Les couldn't get the game to the varsity Racers and usual outstanding game and
Saturday, Jan. 8
Liberty Bowl, Memphis,
Majors' 4.4-yard run with a pint SURGERY FOR CARRIER
shot off. The ball fell loose on the Cheyney State game.
finished the night with 43 points Tenn.—Tennessee (9-2) vs. Ark- Senior Bowl, Mobile, Ala.—
return to stun Penn St. 31-11. LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) — DON'T GET UP NIGHTS!
North-South All-Star Seniors.
floor and a wild scramble The All-Stars jumped to a quick and 32 rebounds. Jamison fired
It takes lull 48c and 12 hours to
Colonels start
Kentucky
Hula Bowl, Honolulu—East- The loss was the first of the Veteran
followed. The scoreboard clock 4-0 lead but good teamwork and in 13 points and grabbed 12 ansas 18-2-1).
relief—or your money back at
21
Dec.
Monday,
any drug counter_ When functional
will
Carrier
Bowl-bound
Darel
Cotton
guard
for
season
West All-Stars.
showed no time remaining but strong rebounding found the caroms. Ronnie Redmon also hit •
kidney disorders cau•e BACKACHE,
Fiesta Bowl, Tempe, Ariz.—
Penn St. and was a blow to the undergo surgery Wednesday for leg paMs, burning, frequent or scanty
the ball had been tied up with 0:02 Baby Racers holding an 18-11 double figures by scoring 10.
flow, tak• gentle BUKETS 3-t•b•-aSunday, Jan. 9
Nittany Lions' pride. Penn St. a slipped disc in his back. day treatment. Help nature flush kidremaining so the Racers got new lead with 14:12 left when "We played a lot better Arizona State (8-11 vs. Florida
neys •nd regulate passage. NOW at
be
8-3).
(
State
to
Fla.
Tampa,
expected
Bowl,
American
higher
is
Carrier
a
deserved
it
claimed
life. The Racers took another Coleman hit a 10 foot jumper. ballgame than we did WedHolland Drug.All-Star
weeks.
Shrine
North-South
eight
—North-South
about
All-Stars.
the
for
ended
loss
sidelined
the
but
ranking
time out. Taylor and Kirkland The largest lead of the half came nesday," said Coach Willis.
Jumped from the Racer free when Coleman hit on a tip in with "Adell was a big help to us. We
throw circle. Mancini come up 7:24 left to put Kayo Willis's crew still have a lot of work on defense
with the ball and slot and the on top 32-21. The Baby Racers to do," concluded Willis.
once delirious crowd stood in were hot able to pull away from The Baby Racers meet their
stunned silence as the heart the All-Stars and at the halftime stiffest opposition of the season
broken Racers headed to the Murray led only 49-43.
when they travel to Carbondale
dressing room.
In the second half Murray tonight to meet 6-10 Dave
The Racers started well enough aune roaring back and with 16:01 Merriweather and the Saluki
in the first half and had a 14-7 left in the game Darnell Adell freshmen of Southern Illinois
lead at one time. But 15 turnovers scored on a drive to put the young University.
in the first half by the Thorough- Racers ahead 65-49. The first 20 Louisville
43 34-77
breds caused a 44-32 lead for the point lead came at the 9:52 mark Baby Racers
49 48-97
Wolves of Cheyney State at the when T.C. Jamison scored on a Louisville (77) Penick 18,
end of the first half
tip in to put Murray in front 75-55. Matthews 18, Wilson 21,Sanders 9
The Racers came out running The largest lead of the evening and Bibbs 11.
in the second half. The fired up was 24 points. The Baby Racers Baby Racers (97) Coleman 43,
Racers threw a vicious defense at looked much better Saturday Jamison 13, Adell 15, Redmon 10,
the Wolves and the Cheyney State than they did against Fort Kelly 7, Swatz,ell 4, Mantooth 3
d diminiabed.so two pouts as Campbell lass Wednesday. one and Hale 2.
Ron Williams sunk a free throw
with 14:08 left. Then with 13 45
showing on the clock Les Tay-1,,
tied the game up at 50 apiece tr.
netting a 15 foot jump shot. ThRacers just could not get enough
momentum going to push them
over the top and the rally
almost certain to pick up a nice
seemed dead as Coach Cal By DAVID I. LANGFORD
Luther's men fell behind by 10 ORLANDO, Fla. (UPI) — bundle today.
points with 10:08 left. The lead Boyish-looking Bert Yancey, But, he said Sunday, "I feel If
stayed around eight or nine who trailed Jack Nicklaus by I don't win tomorrow I don't
points until the unbelievable rally one stroke going Into today's ieserve to be the top money
started with 3:31 left in the game. final round of the $150,000 Walt winner. So I've decided not to
The Racers had the crowd Disney World Open Golf tour- go to the Bahamas."
holding their hearts in their nament, couldn't suppress a Trevino, who has won the
smile when he heard Nicklaus U.S., British and Canadian
Opens in his most spectacular
was unhappy with his game.
It must be nice to lead a tour to date, said he is simply
tournament and feel you're "mentally worn out" and needs-- --playing terribly," said Yancey, a rest.
who carded a 70 Sunday to put Palmer, who has a slight
Team
w L him in sole possession of second chance of overtaking the merry
41 11 place with a 10-under-par total Mexican, also said he wouldn't
Johnson Grocery
40 12 of 206.
Ezells Beauty School
go to the Bahamas, even with
3.1, 171
2 Nicklaus, finishing this year's the $30,000 Disney first-place
/
N.H C A.
Murray Insurance Agen
2 PGA tour with a roar, sloshed prize up for grabs.
/
2 211
/
301
cy
24taround Disney's 6,924-yard
/
Murray Muffler Service 25'2 261
Nicklaus, who has been upset
23 29 ‘.
Boones
under 8 with his iron shots and hitting a
22 30 magnolia Course
Owens Food Market
JerrYs Restaurant
2 dismal drizzle and picked up a few practice balls after each
/
2 311
/
201
14 38
Bank of Murray
9 43 pair of birdies which gave him round, said "everybody played
Krogers
a 70 and put him at 11-under- awful" Sunday.
High Team Game (SC)
Jack Blames Self
par 205 for the tournament.
758
Ezells Beauty School
But he didn't blame the
Arnold Palmer's 70
754
JOhnSOnS Grocery
709
GOOD FORTUNE TELLER?
Johnsons Grocery
terrible," said weather for his uninspired
was
It
Nicklaus, who seems unstoppa- round.
High Team Game (HC)
liunds like.. sounds like...a fortune teller who predicts only good things for
966 ble in his drive to overtake Lee "I blame most of it on me,"
Ezells Beauty School
963 Trevino as the season's top he said, his blonde hair damp
Owens Food Market
your future? Right?
958
Johnsons Grocery
money-winner. "I couldn't be- and stringy after an afternoon
High Team Series (SC)
lieve my wedge play. It was in the rain.
2162
Here at the Extraordinary Bank our Good Fortune Tellers want you to tell
Ezells Beauty School
"How many are ahead of
2154 awful, absolutely terrible."
Johnsons Grocery
what your future should hold. Then they'll set the v3heels in motion to make
press
the
in
asked
them
he
me?"
66
hot
a
shot
Beman
Deane
1912
NHCA
about
be
should
"There
tent.
your dreams come true.
and newcomer Lanny Wadkins
High Team Series (HC)
20."
a
into
move
to
69
a
carded
2786
We do extraordinary things for you daily here--like lining your clouds with
School
Ezells Beauty
1766 third place tie at nine-under-par Terry Dill, who shot a
Johnsons Grocery
and crossing your palms with money.
silver
272 207.
Murray Insurance Agency
sparkling 65 on opening day and
High Ind. Game (SC)
the Extraordinary Bank has Good Fortune Tellers for you. Come ip today
Only
Nicklaus
with
205 And Arnold Palmer, who is shared the lead
Mildred Hodge
and tell a Good Fortune Teller what he or she can do for you.
205 third on the money list and at the end of two rounds, fell
Kay Lax
193
Mary Harris
hole
last
the
on
trouble
into
It is extraordinary what we can do for you if you let us. TRY US!
posted
Trevino,
$29,000 behind
another 70 to put him at eight- Sunday and ended with a 75
High Ind Game (MC)
245 under
Kay Lax
208 along with Lou which put him five strokes off
241
Mildred Hodge
with a six-under-par
238 Graham, Frank Beard and the pace
Mary Harris
total of 210.
Dwight Nevil.
High Ind Series (SC)
Yancey's 5 Birdies
Jack's Money Goal
493
Mary Harris
481 Golf's current big three — On the 456-yard, par four
Betty Dixon
Mildred Hodge
466 Nicklaus, Trevino and Palmer 18th, Dill drove into the woods
—all decided against entering twice on his way to posting a
High Ind Series (HC)
628 next week's $130,000 Bahamas triple-bogey.
Mary Harris
614 National
Bonnie Hale
Open at Freeport. Yancey said "it was misera,BANK
589
Betty Dixon
Thus Trevino's record $229,552, ble out there," but he said he
High Averages
which he has already pocketed "felt terrific."
161
Marelyn Parks
will stand or fall "I was hitting my tee shots
151 this tour,
Wanda Nance
MURRAY
149 when Disney dishes out the real good," said the 1969 winner
Betty Dixon
148
Mildred Hodge
of the Atlanta classic.
money
today.
prize
148
Betty Riley
All three had waited until the Yancey canned five birdies,
142
Kay Lax
112 last minute before making up but fell into trouble on the back
Three Convenient Locations ...
Leta NOrsworthy
nine with a double bogey and a
their minds.
North Branch
South Branch
Nicklaus admits he would like bogey.
FEWER LUTHERANS
Main Branch
it
there
out
wet
so
got
"It
golfer
the
being
of
honor
the
world's
Membership of the
12th & Chestnut
12th & Story
500 Main
Lutheran churches declined who has won the most money in was tough to control the ball,"
and
scooting
was
"It
said.
he
just
He's
season.
, from 75,124,215 in 1970 to a single
616,000 behind Trevino and skating all over the place."
73,307,479 in 1971.

Murray State Freshmen
Defeat Louisville Stars

Yancey And Nicklaus In
Duel At Disney Tourney

BOWLING
STANDINGS

Good fortune tellers

The 14.xtraorilimir) Rank
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Brazil's diamond rush reaching epidemic level
By JUARES MAZZONE
Copley News Service
COROMANDEL, Brazil —
This little, backlands Brazilian
town of 8,000 is atttrob with a
*mond rush.
In a matter of days
coromandel's population has
tpractically doubled.
The electrifying news that
diamonds were being found
raced across the country and
brought a horde of adventurers, would-be
prospectors and diamond
buyers.
Just outside town, the dried
bed of the Paranaiba River
boils like a frenetic anthill to
the accompaniment of clanging
pans and the constant, dull thud
of picks being swung by every
,type of prospector one could
:imagine, from leather-skinned,
'dark-faced backlanders to
7-chubby, sport-shirted clerks.
; Even the local judge, Luiz
• Manoel da Costa, has set up a
MEN NEEDED
in

CisEe§titoinalsK

BUYERS
LEARN TO BUY CATTLE.
HOGS A140 r'.1EEP
lots and
at sale barns. lismi train
tri•sn
r•nches C. prefer ioflowerier
,•
livestock
wrth
711055
For local interview. write ageio
phone addr••• •00 backgrour
to
NATIONAL MEAT PACKERS
TRAINING
P.O. Box 1543 Dept KY—OS
Atlanta. Ga 3030!

tent on the river bank and can
be seen picking among the
stones of the riverbed.
Rumor first had it that a
diamond, even larger and
purer than the Cullinan in
India, had been found.
The truth is somewhat less
fantastic but exciting enough to
generate a rush to the area.
It all started when a
prospector, Jose Souza,
working the river, came up
with a 44-carat gem. This is
somewhat smaller than the
Cullirtan which weighed 971
carats. But it had been years
since Coromandel, once
famous for its diamonds, had
seen anything so big.
Back in 1938, the world's
third largest diamond, the
"President Vargas," 726.6
carats, named for then
Brazilian dictator, Getulio
Vargas, was found in the
nearby Santo Antonio River,
sparking an earlier diamond
rush.
But when the riverbeds of
Minas Gerais state stopped
giving up the shiny stones,
Coromandel and the other
towns in the area, some 375
miles northwest of Rio de
Janeiro, turned to herding
cattle and making cheese, for
which the region became
famous.
The town has become more
or less accustomed to this
boom-and-bust cycle. It has
been going on ever since gold
and diamonds were discovered
in Minas Gerais in the 18th
Century.
The day after Jose Souza
made his big find, Decio

V

(B:- CHRISTMAS
COLOR SPECIAL
ack in time for CHRISTMAS)

Ikoz17:.
1

8 x10 in.

Living Color
Portrait of your Child

othy88
1.

•Plus 500
Film Fee
All age.--family groups, too-1 Sal° color,
only Kg& plus SOS film fee. each child taken
singly or 1 as10 Group only 111.00 per
child, plus one 1500 film fee--I,imit one
special per person.
Your baby'• special ch•rrn captured by
our specialist in child photography—just
the gift for everyone In the family!
see finished pictures—NOT PROOFS
in just • fr. days. Choi,. Rains, Sera
or wallet nine—and our special ''Tsrin-palk"
r•rneras means you ran boy portraits in
BLACK & WHITE TOO!
Al unbelievably low poem

*BRING A FRIEND!
Studio Hours 10 a.m. to 1 p.m
2 p.m. to 5 p.m

LERMAN
FOR PRACTICAL GIFTS

municipal
Rodrigues, a
fireman, and his two partners
unearthed a 24-carat stone in
the Paranaiba and other
prospectors found numerous
gems of 3 to 5 carats. That was
enough to confirm even the
wildest rumors and set the
diamond rush in motion.
In nearby Tiros on the Abaete
River another rush is beginning
with the news that a 75-carat
diamond had been found. This
has been enough to put
diamonds in the headlines of
every paper in the country.
The Gomes brothers, owners
of the Tiros diamond, say the
panner who found it was so
astounded by its size that he
ran into town to ask them
whether it was really a
couldn't
diamond. They
remember the man's name, but
said he would receive his share
of the $200,000 the stone is
estimated to be worth. The
custom here in Brazil is to hire
a prospector, stake him out
with expenses for food, a small
tent, tools and divide with him
any of his finds.
Somehow, even the luckiest

psospectors seem to end up
with little more than they had
before making a big find. The
most famous case is that of
Joaquim Venancio, who found
the "President Vargas"
diamond in 1938 and sold his
share for $10,000. The broker
who bought the diamond sold it
to an exporter for $425,000, who
then sold it to a New York
jeweler who had it cut into 29
stones.
Joaquim Venancio is still
alive and as poor as when he
found the big stone, still in the
backlands town where the
whole adventure began.
In Coromandel and Tiros,
work in the dried-out riverbeds
goes on day and night. Tractors
have been brought in to quicken
the digging and pumps are
being used to keep the riverbeds dry.
This year has been especially
good for panning because the
dry season has been severe and
the beds are almost completely
exposed and more easily
worked. Soon the rains will
come flooding the pockmarked
river bottoms, ending the

search for the marvelous
stones until next year.
Meanwhile, Coromandel and
Tiros are living it up. Lucky
prospectors are generous with
their sudden, new wealth and
everyone is profiting from the
rush. Even some dreams are

realized. Jose Souza says that
with his money he's going to
"have my hair straightened
and get me a woman."
Most of the other partners are
quite phlegmatic about the
diamond boom, affirming that
it is simply "compensation for

the bad times." And there is the
feeling that soon the diamond
finds will peter out as has
.0110.0 40101.0inn.0401111.O 11000.

happened in the past, and the
town will return to farming and
cheese making
-•-01100- 01010.o
,
41M0D. 4=0

FERN TERRACE LODGE
For Senior Citizens)
State Approved and Licensed
to be open January 1, 1972
Write to Box No. 2, Murray, Ky.for Reservation
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MONEY MATTERS

Bankruptcy law
obsolete: Glaus

P €)
0..__./1...a,

are in complete agreement and
' By CARL PLAIN
accord with the President's
Copley News Service
proposals. We have indorsed
laws
Obsolete bankruptcy
them at the National.
are penalizing creditors, 0. I/
"We believe the competitive
Glaus Jr., head of the nation's and cooperative spirit of the
largest trade association, has American people will, in the
charged.
main, support them.Glaus,president of the 36,200member National Association
of Credit Management, cited
the example of multiple fees
paid in some bankruptcy proceedings to a receiver, a trustee and an attorney for each of
them.
"All this, we feel, is a duplication of administration which
increases expenses and reduces the amount of recovery
by the creditors," Glaus said in
an interview.
One of the NACM's most important current projects, he reported, is seeking comments
from its 102 member associations on U.S. bankruptcy law*
and asking recommendation4
for changes.
In turn, the NACM will present the views of the wholesale
credit groups to a new Bankruptcy Commission created by
Congress and consisting of
three members appointed by
the President and two each
named by the vice president,
the speaker of the House arid
the chief justice.
"The commission will work
two years to review the bankruptcy Laws and recommend
changes that would update
them and make them more
workable and meaningful,"
said Glaus.
"We feel that there are increasing numbers of (business)
bankruptcies and failures, especially in major metropolitan
areas. The average size of the
bankrupt estate also is larger,
indicating that larger firms are
failing."
Glaus is a credit executive of
Gensco, Inc., the world's biggest apparel firm, with sales of
$1.4 billion a year Headed by
Franklin Jarman, 39, Genesco
is both a manufacturer and a
retailer
"We supply about 45,000 retailers," said Gist's, who joined
the Nashville, Tenn., company,
then known as Jarman Shoe, 23
years ago, after graduating
from Vanderbilt University
and teaching accounting there
for a short time.
among
Bankruptcies
Genesco's retail accounts, he
said, are up about 15 per cent
this year over last.
With the advent of tight
money and recessionary economic conditions, there has
been a tendency for weak firms
to fail, he said. "It is a problern,
and it increases the cost of doing business."
One of the continuing dangers lies in retailers selling
credit terms, rather than a
product on its merits, Glaus expa lined
How does the NACM regard
reductions in the cost of
money?
of our chameleon-like little Datsun Pickup. It can move furniture, bikes, trees, ladders, people and assorted
—This is good," answered the
will
it
executive. "We hope
other things. If it works so hard, how come it's so much fun? Four-speed synchromesh stick shift. Overhead
come down further."
cam engine that gets up to 25 miles per gallon. Torsion bar front suspension. America's number one selling
As for the battle against inimport truck is a very nice little mover. Consider the possibilities. Drive a Datsun...then decide.
flation,t;laus commented,"We
SATELLITE STA Ts
Elusive data on animal and
marine migrations, inaccessible terrain and mineral deposits will be provided by the
earth resources technology
satellites
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Suburbia's problem, too

The battered child
The problem of the
NEW YORK IL PI
battered child in America is completely
and totally out of control and growing,
according to an official of the American
Academy of Pediatrics
DR. JOHN E Allen, chairman of the
academy's subcommittee on the battered
child, said society shows few signs of
being able to cope with the problem For
this reason the academy is drawing up a
three-point national program aimed at aiding the children and their families calling
for
• A network of co-ordinated diagnostic
and treatment centers to help shape the
destiny of the battered child These would
be set up in such a way that at no point do
responsible agencies "low control" of the
child. In hundreds of cases where a child
is allowed to return to the environment in
which he was battered, he is eventually
found dead
corm
• Prevention This will involve
muruty efforts to identify families likely
Dr
to be involved in a battered child case.
Allen said crisis intenenUon -hotlines"
might be one step. A troubled mother or
father on the verge of losing control could
call for help.
• Rehabilitation and treatment centers
where the battering parents can be sal.
vaged and eventually harmed child and
parents can be reunited.
of
Dr. Allen said figures on the incidence
battering are only estimates that probably

fall short of the full extent of the prob
lem Many cases are not reported Others
go down in the statistics disguised as
accidents
ALTHORITATIVE estimates set the incidence at 300 cases per one million population. The number of deaths nationwide
is believed to near the 2000 mark annually,
but Dr Allen said that figure "is Just the
tip of the iceberg "
He said the battered child problem
most frequently is considered a problem
of the poor in the nation's ghettos
"We have good reason, however, to
think it is lust as common in suburbia and
that it occurs in all economic levels- he
said "Only we don't hear about the cases
in suburbia unless they're dramatic."
CHILDREN are scalded, burned with
flung
lighters,
cigaret
and
cigarets
against walls until their skulls are fractured, beaten with fists, clubs and bats,
according to Dr Allen.
Of late, there is a trend to poisoning
children with hard drugs
Dr Allen said while drug-taking and
alcoholism sometimes are implicated, most
of those doing the battering are involved
in emotional and psychological upsets
Most of the victims are pre-school age
but Dr. Allen said the older child does not
escape.
In my book." he said, "the I2-year-old
girl who is. raped by her mother's boy- Is a battered child, too.4-
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Church Perched on Bluff
Important Religious Site
By WILLY VOIGT JR.

RIO DE JANEIRO
I AP1 — Every October.
Rio's Penha Roman Catholic church, perched atop a 200foot bluff on the city's north
side, becomes an important religious and social center for
thousands of working-class Bratans
People flock to the church on
Sundays to ask for help or to
give thanks for favors from the
neighborhood patroness. Our
Lady of Penha Penha means
-bluff- in Portuguese. Brazil's
national language.
The whole thing started in
1635. when Brazil was a Portuguese colony_ The legend goes
that one October afternoon, a
wealthy rancher named Capt.
Cardoso was riding to his nearby home on horseback, when he
came across a poisonous snake.
The captain prayed to Our Lady
of Penha for help Immediately, a lizard appeared
and engaged the snake in mortal combat. The thankful captain built a small hermitage on
top of the bluff.
News of the miracle spread,
and religious folk from miles
around streamed to the little
chapel on the hill. The present
church was.built at the turn of
Latholic church
LITTLE. CHURCH -r-T'this century It became a tradiatop a bluff in Rio -De Janeiro': It attracts thousands of
sits
tion for even the president of
neighborhood residents on Sundays in October who come to give
the republic to go despite the
thanks or to ask for help Dating from a 17th century legend
fact that in those days the round
about a miracle that took place near the hill. the celebrations at
trip from what is now downthe church continue today The atmosphere — as seen in these
town Rio took a whole day.
three views — often seems more like that of a fair than a
As Penha developed into a
religious event
middle to lower-income residential section of the city. the
Another part of the tradition.
base of the hill to add to the
Sundays took on more of a counmaintained by the more pious.
festivities.
ty fair atmosphere. AmuseIS to VOW to go up the steps
An indispensable part of the
ment parks. complete with Ferkneeling, fulfilling a promise to
Penha celebration is to climb
ris wheels, were set up at the
the Virgin.
the 366 steps to the church.

ANY •
Moore •
Prentice-

FLOWER POWER--A surc-fire brightener for a teenage room is this bedspread of easy-care cotton duck
printed with bold overscaled flowers in red, white, and
blue. Underscored by a fire engine red shag rug and
accent pieces, the room swings with color. By Desley
Fabrics, the spread also comes with a variety of coordinates including quilted throws, tablecloth, cafe curtains.
and valarwes

TENNESSEE VALLEY POLLED
HEREFORD ASSN.
6th ANNUAL SALE
Sat., Dec. 11, 1971 at 1:00 p.m.
Dresden,
WEAKLEY COUNTY
Tennessee
LIVESTOCK PAVILION

LUNCH WILL BE AVAILABLE
* 54 LOTS *
— 15 Cows and Calves
17 Bulls
22 Open and Bred Females
$2500 PRIZE to be given away to purchaser of
Lucky Lot at end of sale! You must be present
to win,
For Catalog Write . .
JAMES R. or M. S. -BUB" MITCHni.
Rt 1, Trenton, Tenn 38382
Phone: 901-784 3531 or 784 1369

Our silk fleck two piece suit from the
Nardis collection will be your answer

Lacey accents on White collar and cuffs.
Custom Tailored of 8% Silk, 92% polyester.
Black Fleck with White.

8 to 18.

1
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Hip hip hooray! Now there's an all-purpose bank for
everyone ... ours! Look to us to lead the way in modern
banking services. At the unbankly bank we're always up
to something new. And that's something to cheer about!
So...
Cheers!

BANK OF MURRAY
MEMBER F.D.I.C.
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Archie
tells it
like it is
ANY BOY CAN, by Archie
Moore and Leonard Pearl;
Prentice-Hall; 263 pages; $6,95.
Reviewed By
FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
Archie Moore was born in a
ghetto, but he wouldn't stay
there. He is as proud to be a
Negro as he is to be an
American. The title of the book
he wrote with newsman-author
Leonard Pearl suggests the
work Archie has done in recent
years to motivate youngsters
toward useful lives and the
achievement of personal goals.
The book is that, indeed, but
more, too. It is the story of a
black man who retired from
professional boxing at the age
of 47 as the undefeated lightheavyweight champion of the
world. It is a tale, often told by
Archie himself in his rough-cut
lexicon, of 28 years in the ring,
of 136 knockout victories and
three bads for the world's
heavyweight title
All that was yesterday,
however, and ended in the
the
Now
1960s.
early
"Magnificent Mongoose," as
his admirers used to call him in
the ring, is distinguishing
himself in another field. He has
become a nationakloader in the
fight to Influence the minds of '
American youth.
Archie tells all about this
campaign in a book sprinkled
with illustrations of his fighting
days and the ones that
followed. Moore's efforts to
bring boys together, regardless
of their color or creed, has
earned for him a White House
commendation, congratula-

a teenon duck
ite, and
rug and
Desley
coordiurtains

ED

r of
sent

r1

tions from California's Gov.
Ronald Reagan and the title of
"Mr. San Diego," the city
where he lives.
Archie Moore fought the best
and made some money. But he
didn't always hold onto it, the
author admits. There were
many lean days mixed with the
fat ones, and Archie tells about
the good, the bat, and ttbe
beautiful in this fray recital•of
how a black man fought his
way up in a white man's world.
Two paragraphs in the book
actually set its tone, along with
Archie Moore's philosophy. He
wrote them first after the
Detroit riots of a few years ago.
At the time they attracted
global attention with their
denunciation of violence.
The U. S. Information Office
thought them important
enough for reproduction in
countless foreign languages to
be distributed around the
world. Here are the two
paragraphs, as they were
reprinted low times in the
Congressional Record and in
American
of
hundreds
newspapers:
'The devil is at work in
America and it's up to us to
drive him out. Those who would
profit from their brothers'
misfortune, and those who
would set fellow Americans
upon each other deserve no
mercy.
"Granted the Negro still has
a long way to go to get a fair
shake. But believe this, if we
resort to violence and
lawlessness, we will lose
everything."
That is Archie Moore's
philosophy and he has acquired
it the hard way, as his absorbing book indicates. It is a
book that will help to renew the
readers faith in America and at
the same time to take a sharp
look at some of its shortcomings.
Archie Moore leaves you with
the conviction, however, that
there is nothing so wrong with
America that it can't be
mended if the people will just
set about doing it

Medical invention
detoxifies blood
A small device for removing
poisonous substances from the
blood stream has been developed by Professor Holger
Hyden in Gothenburg, Sweden.
The detoxifier is cordless and
no larger than two cigar boxes.
It is attached to the patient's
arm with one tube in an artery
and another in a vein. The antedote is administered to the
blood as IE passes over 10 small
plates within the box
WORTH REPEATING
Individuals are occasionally
guided by reason, crowds
never,
— William Ralph Inge
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12:30-6 p.m.
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P
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CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER

MURRAY,
KENTUCKY

BANKAMFRICARD

Prices Good Mon.-Tue.-Wed., December 6-7-8 *

BOY'S SUITS

The latest in fashion
for men, a .

Bell bottom slacks,
,
—
smart fitting coat-With
• —
flap pockets.

LADIES SLACKS
— WASHABLE

DOUBLE KNIT
SPORTS COAT

Sizes 14-20

Sizes 8-16

Reg. '699

Trim fit with new belted look in
back, flap pockets, brass look
buttons. Brov— navy or sand in
sizes 36-46.

$37
1

Brown or blue

Compare
at '60

LADIES PANT TOP
100% Polyester Knit

MEN'S

in a

3 Styles Long Sleeve

DRESS SHIRT

Herringbone look

Reg. '2.99

Fashion print 50%
Polyester, 50% Cotton

weave.

Reg. '497
00

\ BOYS SHIRT
1 & TIE SETS

$ 1 87
.PANTY HOSE

$397

ONE RACK

•Extra Size

LADIES DRESSES

Print shirt is 65% Polyester,
35% Cotton. Tie is coordinated solid color.
0•,/ Ideal
7f , For
44.
• - steal 8./g- .

Asstd. sizes
styles and fabrics.'

4 Gifts!

7

Stripes Checks
Plaids

100% POLYESTER

Reg.
'19.97

avilialIN A ,o

5(3()OFF

HARD
CANDY

LADIES PANTIES

Reg. 2/$3

310 PACKAGE 100% Acetate

Reg.
1.24

•Lovely Shades

96;

r
;
99

STEAM & DRY IRON \\
by
Proctor
Silex

irD•
e:r4
—/r
s, jiac
ff

4.

ASSTD. COOKIES

'at
V

2-Lb. Box
Brick OM Baked

istv"OE
3-Lb. Bag

Reg. 99"-box

Reg. 99'

86; 83;
PORTABLE 8 TRACK
TAPE PLAYER
•Plays Anywhere on 6 D
Cell Batteries

WILLIAMSPORT

,

PUNCH BOWL/Se
u
12 Cups
Ladle
Cup Hooks

Reg.
'9.97

yt, ulass fiowl

$399

G.E. PORTABLE
PHONOGRAPH

97

Reg.
'29"

26"

MOTOROLA TABLE RADIO

RiC0110 SUPPORT ARM

AM-FM
Solid State

•4-Speed Automatic
•Solid State •Automatic Shutoff
•Bal. Turntable

Reg.

•AC Adaptable

OFF-ON
RE.I. LEVER
SPIED SELECToR
LEVER

$34

Reg. '37"

COASTER
WAGON

10" TRICYCLE
by A.M.F.

Lay-Away

'2494
8 E jeep

Illustration

Authentic
Looking

0$1894
Little Girls Will Love

TIMEY
TELL

COMBAT SET

Now!

Reg.

Similar to

(

Set her magic
watch, hear her
say the hour and
what to play
by MATTEL

s9"
47

"Jeep
•Trailer

•Search light

11

7

$1294
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China increasing
shipbuilding effort

CAPITAL IDEAS

'Action' volunteers aid
disadvantaged citizens
the sponsoring "Action," the
federal citizens' service corps.
"There are over 7 million
students in college right now,
and there will be more than 10
million before the seventies are
over. If only one in a hundred of
these spent a full year in
'Action,' they would be the
largest volunteer force outside
the military anywhere in the
world."
Blatchford estimates there
are 25 million "disadvantaged"
Americans.
The 550 volunteers have been
selected by their university
faculties and they will be given
special training, before embarking on their year-long
projects at the semester break.
They will be assigned to health
services, conununity planning,
development,
economic
housing improvement, consumer education, courts and
law enforcement agencies,
youth services and education.
Each will get academic
credit toward graduation.
(They will be graded by loud
supervisors and university
faculty spetialists.) Each also
will receive a 'cost-of-living
sub.sistance allowance of $200 a
month or more. The student
will be required to live in the

By RAY McHUGH
Chief, Washington Bureau
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — Delphine
Bad Wound left her Oglala
Sioux reservation in the mid1960s for a job on Capitol Hill.
After a few years in the office
Dakota
South
a
of
congressman, she decided to
attend the University of
Colorado, where she is now a
junior.
This winter, Delphine is
taking her university back to
the reservation.
One of 550 students selected
from 20 colleges and universities to work with disadAmericans in
vantaged
ghettos, rural areas and Indian
reservations, Delphine will be a
liaison between tribal Indians
and non-Indian volunteers who
are operating seven Sioux
learning centers.
The young Indian woman is
typical of the studs involved
in "University Year for Actiro," a plan that could become
the biggest youth program of
the 1970s, dwarfing the Peace
Corps.
We have no idea how big the
program might be," says
Joseph Blatchford, director of
PEANUTS
PFAIIIUTS
WERE HAVING
A CHRISTMA5
SNOW AT OUR
SKATING CLIJ6
THIS ,(EAR

I'LL BET I COOS e€ IN IT IF I
HAD 50ME-O4E 1t) 5KATE li.)1TH ME ...

area he Is serving.
Blatchford said the 24 schools
were chosen from almost 170
(enrollment of 1.5 million) that
submitted programs.
He calls it a "striking indorsement" of a proposal first
put forth last January by
President Nixon in a speech at
the University of Nebraska.
"It is a clear expression of
the intent on the part of the
nation's institutions of higher
learning to make their manpower and expertise available
to the poor," Blatchford said.
"It also indicates their
willingness to experiment in
new modes of education.
"The time has come to break
the lockstep in education from
kindergarten to a college
degree. This program allows
the student to go out into the
community and mix service
with his textbooks," he said.
The pilot UYA program was
organized in a three-day
conference
at
Action
headquarters here. Faculty
and
administration
representatives from the
part4csst1-'Sad
number of volunteer student's
already at work met with
goverment officials.

Mike Murray, who served 94i
years in prison on a larceny
charge and is now a junior at
the University of Wisconsin, is
working
on
a
prison
rehabilitation project as a
member of a Wisconsin
governor's task force.
Lorraine
Brusky,
a
University of Wisconsin
student, is taking nursing
experience into programs for
elderly citizens. Fermin
Garcia, a sophomore at
Eastern Washington State
College, is working as a
juvenile parole advocate.
Nancy Schroeder, a senior at
the
University
of
Massachusetts, is- tutoring
Inmates of the Northampton,
Mass., county jail.
Richard Hume, a medical
student at the University of
Nebraska, is working on a
model rural health care
program at Broken Bow, Neb.
Arlene King, a graduate
student at Howard University
in Washington, is working in a
family counseling program in
Philadelphia's ghetto area.
The average volunteer,
Action says, is 23; 42 per cent
ire college juniors; 56 per cent
are men; 56 per cent come
from urban backgrounds.

Bartells find many ways
to close generation gap

I NEED A PAKTWItit840 IS
HANDSOME AND RACEFUL
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MRS. MURRAY STATE—Mrs. Paula Benton, a fourth grade
teacher at Reidland Elementary School in McCracken Count) and
a part-time graduate student in guidance and counseling, was
named Mrs. Murray State University Wednesday night, Dec. 1.
Her selection was announced during halftime of the Thoroughbreds opening basketball game of the season against visiting
Arkansas Tech. A Louisville native, Mrs. Benton is a 5-8 blueeyed brunette. Her husband, John is a graduate student in
psychology at Murray State
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
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the desires, emotions and
feelings of the heart are the
same in every generation. The
only change is the outward
appearance of style and
dress."
Those words were written by
Mrs. Henry J. Bartell of
Bakersfield, Calif. She and her
husband have worked with
youth of all ages up through the
teens for 34 years.
The Bartells say the
"generation gap" is partly a
state of mind — a chasm that
can be bridged by day-to-day,
. week-to-week and year-to-year
work with young people. Talk
40 friends and neighbors of the
Bartells and you'll find they
speak from the experience of
years of teaching and counseling youth in school, in the
church and in the home.
The Bartells are nearing
retirement age. In fact, Henry
Bartell has pushed on beyond
It. Yet they are operating a
thriving auto fuel additive
business 1Bardahl) during the
day and still organizing youth
groups for social gatherings
and what Mrs. Bartell calls
"guidelines of Christian
behavidr."
A typical Bartell evening or
weekend is spent with the
youngsters either in their home
or at the nettrby Greenacres
Baptist Church. Henry is
assigant Sunday school
superintendent and Mrs.
Bartell —Selma to her friends
and neighbors — is a junior
high Sunday school teacher and
church pianist, along with
World Mission leader of the
American Baptist Women.
-A lot of folks say the junior
high school-age children are
the most impossible, but I don't
find it so," Mrs. Bartell says.
"The younger generation
can't be handed in an envelope,
or on a silver platter, all the
knowledge that an oldster has
learned in years of trial and
error

•

NANCY
IT

SURE IS
FREEZING
TODAY

CAN I HAIM A
DOGGIE BAG?
r-

hampered development.
It was not until 1966 that
China launched its first wholly
Chinese-built 10,000-ton-class
vessel. That was the Tunu
Fen,g, built in Shanghai anc
with a cargo capacity of 11,700
tons.
A total of 12 ships in the
10,000-ton or above class have
been launched by Chinese
shipyards, mainly those in
Shanghai, since 1966.
One vessel, the 10,000-ton
freighter Chao Yang, was
launched in 1967 by the
Shipyard
in
Kiangnan
Shanghai. A similar vessel, the
Kao Yang, was launched in
November, 1969, by Shanghai's
Red Flag Shipyard.
More vessels probably would
have been completed during
those two years were it not for the disruptions caused by the
cultural revolution.
Production of ships in 1969
reflects that conclusion. Four
ships — two 15,000-ton tankers,
a 10,000-ton dredging ship and a
10,000-ton freighter — were
launched in 1969.
The output reached five
vessels in 1970, four freighters
and one tanker.
China's oceangoing fleet now
totals an estimated 150 to 200
vessels. The total tonnage of
China's merchant fleet is
estimated at just under one
million tons, less than that of
either Taiwan or Hong Kong.
Despite the slow start to
China's shipbuilding industry,
there is every indication that
Peking is determined to build
up the industry rapidly.
There are many practical as
well as nationalistic reasons for
this.
As China's foreign trade has
shifted away from the Communist bloc nations and toward
Western countries, Peking has
been faced with the need to
charter large numbers of
vessels. China presently has
some 140 vessels on charter.
Increasing charter costs, as
well as rising freight rates,
have begun to be felt. China's
only out is to rapidllr develop its
own merchant fleet.

HONG KONG — Despite its
vast coastal expanses, China
has never been a significant
seagoing nation. For literally
hundreds of years, China's
inward looking posture has
precluded the development of
any large commercial or
military fleet.
The Chinese attitude that
China was the center of the
civilized universe made the
development of an oceangoing
fleet unnecessary, for why
should the Chinese venture
abroad when the most civilized
of all possible worlds existed in
China itself.
That attitude extended into
the 20th Century. And by the
time China's leaders came to
recognize the advances made
in other parts of the world,
technology had pushed beyond
China's grasp.
Now, attitudes and circumstances have changed.
China is seriously endeavoring
to develop a modern shipbuilding industry and to fly the
Chinese flag in the distant ports
of the world.
Shipbuilding is one of the
newest modern industries in
China, and one that is being
actively promoted.
The industri really began to
develop in earnest about 1960.
But various shortages of raw
materials, especially steel,
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"Therefore they are allinquisitive, all-searching and
all-rewardingly wonderful to
help."
The Bartells are engaged in a
battle, too — a battle to help
those youngsters who have
been caught up in the drug
syndrome.
"Basically, no one becomes
an addict, except that he or she
has been enticed by a dope
pusher," Mrs. Bartell ezplains.
"We, as adults, therefore, have
to arrange programs that will
make young people eager to be
a part of them."
The Bartell story really
begins beck in the mid and late
1920s, when as a young married

couple they discovered many
teen-agers were not being
invited to sing in the little
church choir.
"So we felt sorry for them
and consequently asked them
into our home for a weekly sing
time," Mrs. Bartell recalls.
"Henry would lead and I would
play the piano." '
But the Bartell home burned
down in December, 1928, she
adds.
"We lived in cramped
quarters and worked extra
hard to move ahead again.
During this time we worked in
the church as Sunday school
teacher, song leader and
pianist."
The Bartells had two
daughters and four sons, so
they soon learned, Mrs. Bartell
remembers, "that there were
many needs to enrich the
school's place in the community." So Selma Bartell
became a Parent-Teachers
Association leader and "then
we really went to town," she
recollects.
She and some other mothers
decided a bowl of hot stew at
noon would be good for the kids.
So they set up a free lunch
which later evolved into the
school cafeteria.

were
trustees
School
reluctant to provide music
lessons for children. She and
two other mothers once
climbed a barbed wire fence in
their midi-length skirts to
persuade a trustee-cotton
farmer the children should be
taught music in school.
-If you want music lessons
for your kids, you can pay for
them yourselves," the farmer
told them.
"However, we got music in
the school," she concludes.
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Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites vorh 24 hours
a day the year round
. Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
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other uses such as
"building out"
mice or rats.

25 each

I

N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
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LEACH'S MUM &

f" rxT
TV

Dixieland Center
THIS SPOT that spot, traffic
paths too, removed with Blue
Lustre carpet shampoo. Rent
new electric shampooer $1.
Western Auo, Home of "The
Wishing Well."
D8C

10x55, 2 bedroom trailer,
air conditioner, good
location, down-town.
Couple or 2 or 3 boys.
Phone 753-5617 or 753-1257
after 5:00 p.m.
GETS DOCTORAL GRANT-Kathleen Ryan, a graduate
student in biology at Murray State University from Upper Darby,
Pa., is shown at her microscope after being notified that she has
been awarded a three-year doctoral study grant, valued at more
than $12,000, at the University School of Medicine at Memphis,
Tenn. She will study in the Department of Pharmacology, which
deals with drugs and their reactions on the human body.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

Study Grant Men's
Elegance, class'
Awarded To making comeback
MSU Student
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It is difficult to reconcile the
continued liquidation of securities in the face of steadily
accumulating bullish evidence
both fundamental and technical,
according to Filor, Bullard 41,
Smyth. The consensus, in and'
out of government, is that
economic improvement in 1972
will be anywhere from good to
excellent, the firm observes.

BULLDOZER WORK, truCking, FOR ALL your home additions,
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wet,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and alterations, remodeling, etc. MOBILE HOME axles, sets of
to wall carpet with central heat
LARGEST
VARIETY
of
pistols
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or Free Estimates. Phone 753three with electric brakes,
and air. $110.00 per month. Phone
354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
D7C 6123.
TFC wheels and tires included. in Kentucky. No increase in 753-7850.
TFC
prices.
Boy
Country
Stores,
Riviera Courts Phone 753Most of Tunisia's 5.3 million
Army
Surplus,
9
miles
from
BACKII0E OR dozer services.
3280.
D8C
TWO BEDROOM duplex with
people
live in Tunis,the capital.
Hopkinsville, Junction 117 and
Expert work. Reasonable. Phone WILL DO Interior Painting.
stove, refrigerator, air conPhone
Kentucky
753-3484.
164.
Open
D7C
Sundays
until
753-9807.
TFC
ditioner, washer and dryer. $90.00
wear
1971
EAGLE
HOUSE 4:00p.m.
D11C
per month, with $50.00 deposit.
TRAILER, 60112. Old English
D1OC
Phone 753-5792.
styling, central air, 2 full
ARMY TARPAULINS, best
bedrooms, 2 full baths, carpeted
selection in years. Large range of SMALL FAMILY; nearly new
throughout. Call 753-7606 morsizes,fully repaired. Country Boy two bedroom house with carport,
D8C
nings.
Stores,
Army
Surplus all paneled, has washer and
Headquarters, Junction Ken- dryer outlets. $70.00 per month
USED DRUM set, must sell,
1TNC Furnished or unfurnished. Phone
tucky 117 and Ky. 164.
knits, a 100 pee-cent polyester
complete with cymbals, clean
By WALTER LOGAN
LOUISVILLE. KY.
Ph. 637-2778
DSC'
489-2595.
matched red sparkler. Excellent
NEW YORK (UPI) - Cy doubleknit, made witha plain
MEMPHIS, TENN.
Ph. 525-1415
Kathleen Ryan, a graduate Bressel says that when one back, white stitching on the
for beginner. Cases not included. BE GENTLE, be kind, to that
expensive carpet,clean with Blue FURNISHED ONE-BEDROOM student in biology at Murray discusses men's fashions one lapels and white buttons and
$200.00.
For
further
information
NASHVILLE, TENN.
Ph. 256-5847
phone 753-7530 after 6:00 p.m.D7C Lustre. Rent electric shampooer, apartment. Air conditioned and State University from Upper should speak with conviction with button down flap pockets:
- A coat in black crushed
Duç electric beat Strictly clean and Derby, Pa., has been awarded a and authority. So when he talks
stalk.
- ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-,3Z
abdut theretum to elegance re velvet which can be worn either
nice.
Water
furnished.
Located
three-year
doctoral
study
grant
30 FT. TOWER, wingard color
next to White Hall, adjoining by the University of Tennessee the knit revolution he swells oul for evening wear or as a Ussery
antenna, lead in rotary cable and
It is made with 4 Yiinch lapels, a
M.S.U. Campus. $85.00 per School of Medicine, Memphis, his chest and speaks in a
rotary, 210 ft. cyclone chain
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
booming voice with conviction plain back and open patcI4
NOTICE
month.
Couple
only
No
pets.
Tenn.
length
fence,
complete.
pockets which have inverted:
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753-----Phone 753-3806.
D6C Miss Ryan will study in the and authority.
Reasonable. Call 753-2242 after
TFC
Bressel, 24, is an account pleats. It is a two button mod
5933.
Department of Pharmacology executive for Leon of Paris and there are metal sleevt
Vegetable Plate
5:00 p.m.
D6C
, 3 'Vegetables)
THREE BEDROOM unfurnished under the supervision of Dr. which Markets men's clothing buttons.
ELECTRIC
&
HARRY'S
Extra NICE
house, close to University. Phone Robert A. Woodbury, chairman under the John Hampton label-,
- White. "We made 10,000'
8.69
Maintenance No job is too small.
753-5541.
D1OC of the department, and will join a name chosen not in honor of white suits last season and the
ANTIQUE
FURNITURE.
Oak
1108
Reasonable
rates.
three other former Murray any particular individual but phones didn't stop ringing until
dresser, half bed,spool leg center
TRIANGLE INN
J6C
Sycamore, phone 753-2967.
FIVE ROOM house with bath, in students doing graduate work in because it has a good, cleancut the end of August" with stores
table, round top trunk. High back
American sound and is easy to trying to reorder, Bressel said/
country, five miles east of that area.
WILL DO house painting, interior FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank oak bed, Lots of other items. Also
Pharmacology is the science of remember.
"So this season (spring-summee
500
N
4th
Murray.Phone 436-2198.
D7P
some
good
glass
and
china.
Otto
exprofessional
exterior,
or
installation Phone 753-7850, TF
drugs, involving their properties
"Elegance .and class are 1972) we're cutting them in`
Chester,
435-4042
after
6:00
assu%sa,sa
perience. Fully equipped to do
and reactions with relation to coming back into men'ts cloth- seven different cuts from whitep.m.
D6P
ROOM WITH private entrance, their therapeutic values.
any job. Guaranteed satisfaction.
ing and we are doing it in knits," on-white to double knits, all
HOSPITAL BEDS, 424.95.
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Individually
within walking distance of The three former Murray he said. "For example, plaids fully constructed, meaning
D8P
489-2287.
twin
springs,
Simmons
beds
with
upon
go
packed to
40 IN. AVOCADO
Electric
university.Phone 753-1387. D7C
students currently doing doctoral for some reason were dead in they're lined like regular suits.
request. 3 for 8.69
Range, used 10 months, like new. size $6.00. Bunk beds, $14.88.
- Side vents. Side vents went
work at the Memphis school are: the fashion perspective but
Country
Boy
Stores,
The
Army
Call
753-5898 after 3:30p.m. D6C
Take along a sack full.
NOTICE
we've brought them back in out of fashion for some reason
Surplus Folks, 9 miles from WILL HAVE one to three trailers Don Korte, Norfolk, Va., who is
knits and what have we got? but now they're back. He
TRIANGLE INN
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky for rent January 1st. Apply only doing research work on the effect
showed one in an elegant
Elegance
and class."
GUITAR, VOX Phantom 12. 117 and
Dill's
Dill
at
Brandon
person
to
in
of drugs on the heart; Miles
D8C
Kentucky 184.
Most of the line is made up of geometric knit that looked like
D6C
Trailer Court after 4:00 p.m. any Hacker, Du Page, Ill., whose
CHRISTMAS? WHY not a Phone 753-1792
knits, including some that look a woven, made with a two
Shapemakers Gift Certificate.
ROYAL PORTABLE typewriter, afternoon. No phone calls please. work deals with the effect of like woven worsteds. But there button jacket and "wide gentle,
CLASSES FOR
In
Drive
Murray
Located
at
drugs
on
cancer,
and
Jim
D3ONC
Phone 753-2962.
excellent condition. Phone 437is some cotton velvet which is manly lapels."
BEGINNERS
DIX Colligan, Bellinawr, N. J., whose yorn as both evening wear and
D8P Theater entrance.
- A velvet coat made like a'
kl 4117.
work is with drugs in general. 'as sports wear, depending on western coat. One had a black
Beginning
Take along a sack full
BELTONE FACTORY fresh FURNISHED OR unfurnished The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. what you wear with it, some shoulder yoke and sleeves with a
Country Ham on a Biscuit
hearing aid batteries for all make apartment, two bedrooms, Joseph Ryan, 7232 Hazel Ave., elegant corduroy and some brown body. Another was in
January 17, 1972
$.25 or 4 for 9.89
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. D8C central air and heat. Fully Upper Darby, Miss Ryan's grant wool' worsted - which looks red, blue and gray. As Bressel
carpeted. Phone 753-4331. DIIC is valued at more than $12,000. like a knit.
puts it, "we thought it would be
TRIANGLE INN
She is a graduate of Villa Marie
Though only 24, Bressel has, simply a high fashion item but
BLUE LUSTRE not only rids
'53-4953
and
Academy, Malvern, Pa., and been in the clothing business instead middle aged businesscarpets of soil but leaves pile soft
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BODY man. Science Institute on the Murray probably the largest clothing belts, buckles and buttons, and
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Motor
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ly in person.
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Impala, four
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ONE NEW Clairol Kindness 1986 CHEVROLET
Paris last June.
reality? The gnawer to this
Evening
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tal Association here.
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Open 5 a.m. til 11 p.m.
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4592.
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National Automobile Club.
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E. F. Hutton expects consolidation of recent sharp gains
"unless we get some stimulating news developments to give
prices another boost." The
amount on type of consolidation
that may occur still is an open
question but a test of the Nov.
23 lows is not expected, the
firm adds.

1.00 OFF on ALL

' Call at

Ledger & Times

YORK
UPI)-The
NEW
current rally with its favorable
technical components appears
likely to carry through December and into early January,
according to TPO Inc. As an
upside possibility the 870-880
Jones
of the Dow
area
industrials average seems within range, it adds. Beyond the
current projections the long
range outlook still appears
negative, the firm says.
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Aluminum
Plates

Pest ContrOl
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Yon
r Licensed by State of Kentucky
fr- Member Chamber of Commerce

Wall Street
Chatter

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

10'x55'
MARLETTE, two KEEP CARPETS beautiful 3 BEDROOM HOUSE, 3'miles
bedroom trailer. Fully carpeted, despite footsteps of a busy from Hazel. Newly redecorated,
call 753-5226.
D7C family. Buy Blue Lustre. Rent 00.00 per month. Call 492electric shampooer $1. Murray 11310.
D8NC
Horne & Auto Store
DU&
BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee
Apartment, unfurnished, 2
Cordless Electric
bedroom, living room, kitchen,
utility, and bath. Carpeted. Air
Dishwasher,
conditioned.
Shirley
stove,
garbage
refrigerator,
23-1/ 16X35"
Garden Center
disposal. Across from Westvtew
500
N.
4th
.009 Thick
Nursing Home on South 16th St.
Phone
753-3865 after 6:00 p.m.
These plates are perfect
WURLITZER ORGAN, model
137C
for siding or roofing
4059,like new. If interested phone
D7C FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
barns, for placing around 435-4238 after 5:30 p.m.
living room, kitchen, bathroom
bottom of mobile homes AICC REGISTERED white Toy with shower and bath. One or two
Poodle, male, 10 weeks old. bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartto keep out the wind
D7C ments, South 16th Street, phone
Phone 753-6015.
D7C
and snow, and for many
753-6609.
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PAGE TWELVE

Dollar Falls India ...
To New Lows
In Europe

MONDAY-DECEMBER 6, 1971

M. B. Rogers

CAPITAL TOUCH

(Coutinued from Page I

(Continued from Page 1)

Mrs. Robertson Is
Claimed By Death

U. N. budget problems

Death Claims
Mrs. Sledd
Here Today

Mayfield, and Mrs. Billy Joe
Word has been received of the
She did not break relations
(Willodean) McNeely of Oak death of Mrs. Biscoe Robertson of
with the military government in
Ridge, Tenn.: two brothers, Detroit, Mich., who died there on
Rawalpindi but Pakistan immeMelas Rogers of Columbus, Ky., November 28 after suffering a
diately broke off diplomatic
and Charles B. Rogers of stroke.
relations with India. Although
Mayfield.
Mrs. Robertson was about 70 Mrs. Lourelle Bourland Sledd
LONDON (UPI) -The clonal' they had been fighting a major
Funeral services are being held years of age and is survived by of 607 Elm Street, Murray,
war
some
neither
had
in
lows
severed
new
to
fell
ment
Organization
actually
is
assessed
States
31.52
-$12.2
By JAMES CARY
miltoday at 2:30p.m. at the chapel of her husband, Bisco Robertson of succumbed this morning at 3:50
European foreign currency diplomatic relations.
lion; International Court of per cent this year, but its share
Copley News Service
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral Detroit, Mich., a native of at the Murray-Calloway County
Maj. Gen. J. F. R. Jacob,
markets today despite a
Justice - $1.4 million, and of- has been moving down each
Home with Bro.. James Shockley Murray. The Robertson home Hospital. Her death followed
slowdown in selling pressure by chief of staff of the Indian
WASHINGTON - Like fice of the U.N. high commis- year toward the 30 per cent and
Bro. Hollis Miller officiating. here in Murray was located at the about a two months illness.
speculators betting on a lower Eastern command which in- Topsy, the United Nations just sioner for refugees - $4.7 mil- goal. At one time the U.S. ascludes East Pakistan told grew and grew.
price for the U.S. currency.
lion.
sessment was a record high of Burial will be in the Antioch corner of South 5th and Poplar The Murray woman was a
member of the First Baptist
Streets.
The dollar also slumped to a newsmen in Calcutta today his
The regular budget funds are :*J89 per cent - in 1946 and Cemetery.
From the relatively modest
Active pallbearers are Tommy
Funeral services were held Church where she served as
very organization founded on Oct. used to finance the six principal 1948.
forces were moving
new low in Japan.
Dealers in London said new rapidly through East Pakistan 24. 1945, by 51 nations, it has U.N. organs: the Security
The 14 per cent floor comes Rushing, Freed Curd, Bob Allen, Thursday, December 2, at ten secretary for the general Sunday
controls imposed by France and and that the air force had become a 131-member, globe- Council, General Assembly, to a minimum assessment of James Feltner, Howard Crit- a.m. at the Kinsey-Garrett School for many years. She was
Italy to curb the inflow of gained almost total supremacy. girdling giant employing more Economic and Social Council, $71,488 in the current budget. tenden, and Billy Dale Outland, Funeral Home,Royal Oak, Mich. also active in the Kathleen Jones
than 42,000 persons and han- the Trusteeship Council, the In- Sixty-three of the United Na- all principals of Calloway Schools Burial was in the Oak View Group of the Baptist Women of
speculative capital led to
the church.
dling budgetary outlays in ex- ternational Court of Justice and tions' members are at this who served with Mr. Rogers.
Cemetery there.
operators taking a cautious India has covertly supported
the Secretariat.
Honorary pallbearers ar,e Jim
Mrs. Sledd was associated with
level.
line. The volume of pre-noon the rebel movement since the cess of $1 billion.
The percentage share of each
Its activities range from efSome other percentages in- Washer, Noble Cox, Lubie
the Murray Wholesale Grocery
business was not big enough to Pakistani civil war last March
Company, Inc., for twenty-eight
give quotations a real test, they when the West Pakistan forts to maintain world peace member nation to cover clude: Soviet- Union - 16.55; Parrish, Howard Bazzell, Robert
to upgrading of health, sanita- operating expenses of the six is France -6.0; United Kingdom Ross, Calvin Key, John Grogan,
years. She served as treasurer of
said.
govenment with headquarters tion and nutrition in the most computed every three years by - 5.9; Japan - 5.4; Italy
- Leland Strader, Billy Joe
the Calloway County Cancer
The pound climbed to a new 1,000 miles away across Indian
a committee of experts in the 3.54, and Canada - 3.08.
Stubblefield, Wendell Allbritten, The funeral for Polk Steele
peak since its devaluation in territory, sent troops into East poverty-ridden areas of the
of Fund for fifteen years. She had
General Assembly.
world.
.The Netionalist Chinese per- William B. Miller, Buron Jeffrey,
membership in the Woodmen of
November, 1967, which meant Pakistan
106
North
17th
Street,
Murray,
to suppress
the
Composed
of persons knowl- centage in the past has been 4 Leon Grogan, Edward
How it finances these operathe World and the Delta
Curd,
the dollar was hitting a new low followers of the Rebels' Awami tions
was
held
Sunday
at
two
p.m.
at
has long been a mystery edgeable in the preparation per cent,or $7,148,752 this year. Charlie Lassiter,
Harvey Ellis, the University Church of Christ Department of the Murray
at 2.4993 to the pound. This was League political party, which to the man in
and derivation of national in- Since the Nationalists claimed
the street.
W. Hamp Brooks, Raymond with Bro. Hollis Miller
a local devaluation of the dollar declared East Pakistan indeand Bro. Woman's Club. She was a
How to continue financing come statistics, the experts to represent all the people and Story,
George Dowdy, R. E. Henry Hargis officiating.
devoted worker for her church
of about 4 per cent compare pendent last March 26.
first
attempt
to
determine the NNP of China, both on the
them - even on a reduced
Goodgion,
Esco
and
other organizations she was
Gunter,
Fred
with the former official ex- Some 10 million
net
Active
national product ( NNP ) of mainland and Taiwan, it can be
pallbearers were Earl
East Pakista- scale- is a growing concern of
Workman, Lennis Spiceland, Otis Steele, J. D. Lassiter,
change rate of $2.4000 to the ru's
argued
Clyde affiliated with prior to her illness.
that
Communist
fled to India after the start U.N. supporters and leaders each member.
pound.
NNP is usually about 10 per China's assessment will be Lovins, and Guy Lovins.
Steele, Leroy Eldridge, Ronnie The deceased was preceded in
of the civil war, straining from Secretary-General U
The Kirksey School was Ferguson, and Harley
In Frankfurt the dollar India's resources.
cent less than the gross na- exactly the same.
Thant on down.
Roberson. death by her husband, Graves
slumped to a new postwar low Two rebel
product
Some U.S. officials are not so dismissed at 12:45 p.m. today, Honorary pallbearers were Sledd on January 8,1952. She was
(GNP)
Already in arrears, the tional
government figures
Measurement used in the sure. They point out accurate and Kirksey students were employees of the Kentucky High- the daughter of the late Edwin
under speculative selling and -acting President
Syed Nazrul United. Nations is entering a
United States to reflect a na- statistics on Chinese produc- allowed to leave Calloway County way Department.
Earl Bourlgiad and Cora Lou
fell to 3.2625 marks in early Islam
new
money
crisis,
in
the
angry
and Prime Minister
Mion's total output of goods and tion are difficult to obtain. They High School at 1236 p.m. today in
trading. This rate represented a
Interment was in the Murray Thornton Bourland.
Taluddin Ahmed -flew to New wake of its Oct. 25 ouster of Na- services. But
Communist coun- foresee a long round of confer- order to attend the funeral ser- Cemetery with the arrangements She is survived by two sisters,
12.1 per cent upwards revaluationalist China and admission
Delhi during the weekend for
of Communist China. Demands tries object to GNP because it ences with Peking before an vices for their former principal, by the Max Churchill Funeral Mrs. C. V. ( Pauline) Dorris of
tion of the German currency talks
with Indian officials about
for greater economy, efficiency includes a calCulation involving NNP-population formula can according to Calloway County Home.
Springfield, Tenn., and Mrs. W.
compared with the official rate
before May when the mark was recognition.
and budgetary discipline are consumption of capital, a term be worked out accurately.
Superintendent William B.
J. (Marjorie) Cooper of Murray;
Steele,
age
62,
died
Friday
Chittagong Afire
Once all percentages are es- Miller.
coming from the U.S. State De- that ruffles their ideological
one brother, Dr. Leon Bourland
set to float to find its own
about
eleven
p.m.
His
body
was
Indian military spokesmen partment and Congress.
tablished they are submitted,
The fur.
market level.
found about one a.m.Saturday on of Memphis, Tenn.
said the main East Pakistan crisis could deepen after ComNext the committee com- along with the regular U.N.
Trading stayed light in
the bank of Clark's River south of Funeral services have been
part of Chittagong was in munist China's delegates are putes each nation's per capita budget, to the General AssemFrankfurt and the dollar tended
the
Squire Cecil Holland Road scheduled for Wednesday at two
flames and was cut off from seated. No one knows what NNP. If this is below $1,000, a bly for approval.
to improve slightly later in the
north of Murray. A search for Mr. p.m. at the chapel of the Max
graduated downward adjustreinforcements on the north. tactics they will pursue.
Much
the
same
procedure
is
From The
session. Bankers said the hectic
Steele started about ten p.m. Churchill Funeral Home.
The second
largest
port,
If they should insist, for ex- ment in the percentage a ses-s- followed in working out asses.sair in markets which followed
Friday when his wife reported to Interment will be in the Murray
ment
of that nation is made.
ments for each of the separate
Chalna. was attacked by Indian ample, that Chinese be made
the Rome world money talks
Sheriff Clyde Steele that her Cemetery with the arrangements
The next stage is for the com- budgets of the nine specialized
not only one of the official U.N.
planes later.
had disappeard and today's
by the Max Churchill Funeral
Foreign ships were warned to languages, which it is, but also mittee to apply established as- U N agencies by their own By United Press International husband had not returned from a
where friends may call
operations4 were more like
Home
hunting
and
fishing
trip.
NEW
The
sessment
DELHI
-Prime
Minisceilings
and
staffs.
floors.
stay out of East Pakistani ports one of the working languages,
normal.
However, in this case, the ter Indira Gandhi announcing Calloway Rescue Squad and after 1:30 p.m. on Tuesday.
or face the danger of Indian this could entail an outlay of They are 30 per cent and .04 per
In Tokyo the dollar came
cent respectively. The United percentages of each nation India's formal recognition of other persons assisted in the
several million dollars.
attacks
under renewed pressure and
vary somewhat from those the rebel Bangla Dash govern- search for Mr. Steele whose
Personnel capable of transThe U.S. State Department
fell to another new low. The
death was due to natural causes,
used in the regular U.N. bud- ment in East Pakistan:
said Indian planes bombed and lating from Russian, French
Japanese yen climbed as
get. This is caused by the fact
"Now that Pakistan is waging according to the office of Coroner
strafed one U.S. Merchant and English into Chinese and
holders sold their dollars in
some U.N. members do not be- war on us, the hesitation which Max Churchill.
ship -the Buckeye State -off vice versa would have to be
anticipation of global currency
long to all specialized agencies the government was feeling in
(Continued from Pas* 1)
The Murray man planned tc
Funeral services for Jim
Chittagong and intercepted a hired
realignments. Today, the dollar
All official U.N. documents of 1631 Farmer Avenue, Murray. and some non-U.N. members according recognition to the retire as an employee of the Dunnaway of Mayfield
second ship-The EpediterRoute
do
-West
Germany
brought 324.80 yen compared
and Bangla Desh government has Kentucky Highway Department One, 'Fri City
Police said the Dunisch car,
which was escorted toward the would also have to be reprocommunity, are
Switzerland, for example.
with 325.40 Saturday. The new
duced in chinese.
on
lost
January
significance."
going
on
1,
Highway
1972.
east
He
121,
was
pulled
a
being held today at two p.m. at
port of Madras. The United
The nine agencies in this
price represented a 10.83 per
Further complicating the into the path of the Shuffett car
member of the University Church the chapel of the Max Churchill
States lodged a formal protest United Nations'
cent upwards revaluation of the
financial prob- going south on 641 After the cars category are the United NaUNITED NATIONS -Italian of Christ and was the son of the Funeral Home with Bro. William
lems is the inability to deter- collided the Dunisch car was tions Educational, Scientific Ambassador Piero Vinci object- late Bob Steele and Annie Wright
yen since it was floated to find over the incidents.
Hardison officiating.
Indian
spokesmen
said
about
and
Cultural
Organization;
Inmine at this time how much Peits own level at the end of
Pallbearers- are
6,000 Pakistani troops supported king will pay toward defraying knocked around into a sign east of ternational Civil Aviation Or- ing to moves to recess the U.N. Stale.
Harold
August
Security
Hots
without
Council
survived
police report said.
taking
the
by
his
641,
wife,airs. Schultz, Govie Ward, Charles
ganization; World Health Orby about 45 tanks attacked U.N expenses.
action
Ophie
on
Lee Miller Steele, and one Jordan, Gerald Schultz,
the India-Pakistan
Damage to the Shuffett car was ganization; Food and AgriculElmo
Indian positions at DevamandaLikewise it is not known what
daughter, Miss Sharon Steele, Jones, and Dwight Jones.
Dunisch ture Organization; Interna- war:
Burial
lia in the .Ankhur section of will become of the $12 million in on the front and to the
"People are dying, misery is both of 106 North 17th Street, will be in the Antioch Cemetery.
car on the right rear side and left tional Labor Organization. InKashmir. The action
was U.N. debts left behind by Na- side.
ternational
Telecommunica- increasing. We are not placing Murray; two sisters, Mrs. with the arrangements by the
described as a "major tank tionalist China, or what will
At 9:55 p.m. cars involved in a tions Union; World Meteoro- the blame on anyone. We Herman Lassiter of Murray Max Churchill Funeral Home.
battle" and the spokesman said happen to the 51 Nationalist wreck
at South 12th and Story logical Organization; Intergov- should not adjourn without Route Four and Mrs. Cleo Dunnaway, age 79, died Friday
Chinese employes of the United
more attacks were expected.
Avenue were a 1964 Chevrolet ernmental Maritime Consulta- making at least a modest Ferguson of Highland Park, at 9:30 p.m. at the Veterans
Nations.
tive Organization and Interna- attempt to stop the fighting, to Mich.; two brothers, Almus Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
Indians reported one PakistaHe
Any understanding of the Chevelle owned by Guido
Steele of Murray Route Four and was a member of the
ni 857 jet bomber was shot United Nations' money prob- Zacheretti arid driven by Larry tional Atomic Energy Agency. stop the bloodshed."
Bell City
Robert Steele of Murray Route Church of Christ.
down Sunday night near the lems begins with an under- Guido Zacheretti of Murray
SEOUL
-President Park Three.
West Pakistan border, raising standing of how it finances its Route Five, and a 1970 Dodge
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
Chung-hee
declaring a state of
Coronet
driven
by
the
Glen
total
Dale
number
of
Alice Dunnaway of Mayfield
Pakistani many types of activities and
Supreme Court ruled unaniemergency in South Korea
Route One; one son, Gerald
mously today that employers aircraft destroyed to 48. The how it is organized financially. Hughes of 404 North 17th Street,
because of what he termed a
This breaks into three parts: Murray.
Dunnaway of San Antonio,
are entitled to a voice in Indians said they have lost 17
(Continued from Page 1)
grave
threat from
North
Police said Hughes told them
The regular U.N. budget, fiTexas; one step son, Kenneth
National Labor Relations Board planes.
nanced through assessments he had stopped ip the left lane to Doyle as a man who "envisioned Korea
Some 80 per cent of the Japa- Alderdice of St. Louis, Mo.; three
(NLRB hearings in jurisdicagainst member nations; nine wait for traffic in front of him. development of ,Murray State as "To defend the freedom and nese people go on one-day lei- stepdaughters, Mrs. Noah Brown
tional disputes between unions.
separate
budgets for U.N. spe- Zacheretti said he pulled' off a great cultural center that would peace from the Communist sure and recreation trips an of Warren, Mich., Mrs.
Such an interpretation of the
Jerrell
aggressors, we must pay the average of four times a year. Jones of St.
cialized agencies, also financed Story onto South 12th into the left offer quality and depth
law had been nullified by the
to the
Charles, Mo., and
through assessments, and 14 land and failed to see the Hughes
price.
We
hve
it
to
with
face
Osaka, where Expo '70 was Mrs. Doris Norswortny of Graves
students and to all the people of
U.S. Appeals Court in a dispute
other U.N. organizations and car in time to avoid hitting it in
firm determination to forsake, held last year, and other places County; four
area."
this
between two construction workgrandchildren:
programs financed through the rear end with his front end,
Doyle, who retired in 1957 to if necessary, even some of the in western Japan were visited iine step grandchildren; one
ers unions over which would
voluntary contributions.
freedoms
enjoy."
we
now
by
87
per
police
cent
the
of
report_
the
according
to
people_
reat step grandchild.
become national executive
apply cement in a job on the
If that sounds complex just
Main and 12th Streets was the secretary of the Phi Mu Alpha
University of Houston Library.
wait.
scene of the collision at six p.m. professional music fraternity for
The appeals court decision By United Press International
The regular U.N. budget
between a 1957 Chevrolet two men, was recognized nationally
was reversed in a 7-0 decision
calendar
$192,149,300
for
Several storm systems spun totals
with Justice Byron R. White wer the nation today, touching year 1971. The largest portion door driven by Myron T. Canup of as a music curricula specialist.
Under his leadership Murray
writing the opinion
of it - $108,501,300 - pays for Almo Route One and a 1965 Dodge
if rain, snow, sleet and fog.
The Labor Management Rela- Heavy thunderstorms lashed staff costs and related ex- two door driven by Betty A. State's music department in 1936
tains Act, which bans jurisdic- much of the Lower Mississippi penses, $86 1 million of it alone Morris of Murray Route Seven. became the first school in the
Police said the Morris car, nation with a teacher-training
for salaries.
tional disputes, requires the vane y, triggering
scattered
Equipment, supplies, serv- going south on 12th Street, made emphasis to be accredited by the
board to hear such cases unless flash floods but no injuries or
1 RACK FALL & WINTER
And
the
parties .-agree on a serious damage were reported. ices and keeping up the U.N. a left turn onto Main Street and National Association of Schools of
with
collided
the
Canup
car
going
take
York
up
New
in
building
0.
Music.
voluntary adjustment. The Baton Rouge, I,a., received
another $24.7 million. Techni- north on 12th Street. Damage to
issue in the Houston case was more than two riches of rain
Doyle served two years as .,
in
whether an employer, picketed six hours Sunday night and cal programs in economic and the Canup car was on the right president and two years on the •
development
require
industrial
front fender and to the Morris car Commission on Curricula of the
to force reassignment of work, Lafayette, La., reported
•Slacks •Vest
nearly $6.9 million and $10 million will on the left font.
•
is a "party," whose interests four inches of rain in
prestigious national association
12 hours. be spent on the U.N. conferAnother
collision
Saturday
•Blazer
Pants 9
•Hot
career.
0S
would be heard when only after Ratifall for an 18-hour
1/e
:IOS
rtUSS I
period ence on trade and develop- night occurred at North 14th and during his
the unions agreed on a reared the six inch
Both Phi Mu Alpha Sinforna
mark in ment.
Chestnut Streets between a 1971
Alpha
Sigma
settlement.
Iota
take Charles, ha.
Other itemized costs include Ford station wagon driven by and
professional musci fraternity for • *
The employers involved in the Light rains or drizzle
and travel and U.N. representative Donald I. Rahm of Marble Hill,
case were the Texas State Tile locally heavy fog
women established chapters at • I
stretched expenses -- $1,387,100; special
& Terrazzo Co. and Martini Tile from eastern Texas to northern meetings - $3.317.800; staff Mo., and a 1968 Ford two door Murray State during the years
•6
hardtop driven by James D. Doyle headed the
& Terrazzo Co.
music
Florida and from the middle Ave'- $2,598,300; the United
••
Emerson of Murray Route Six. department.
Jantzen - Act III - Gay Gibson - Justin McCarty - Miss Donna - Manford
The two unions were Local 20, Mississippi
DevelopIndustrial
Nations
Valley
to
the
Police said Rahrn was going
••
of the Tile, Terrazzo and eastern Great Lakes.
drama
were
music
and
Art,
and Others
north on 14th, stopped at the combined into the department of • I
Marble Setters Union and Local Travellers warnings
were in
Chestnut
Street
intersection, but fine arts when the old section of
9 of the Operative Plasterers' effe ct today for portions
of
failed to see the Emerson the building was completed and
and Cement Masons' Interns- , central and northeast Pennsyltraveling on Chestnut Street. occupied for the first time in 1943 •
ALL FALL & WINTER
tional Association.
vania, where freezing drizzle
to the Rahm car was on That building was named in • •
Damage
A union arbitration board had coated highways and made
the right front fender and to the honor of Doyle following his .,
awarded the work to the &iving hazrdcus.
plasterers. But in a later Locally heavy maws were on Federal State Market News Emerson car on the left front retirement from the faculty.
Sizes 6 to 20
fender
proceeding bought by theltaP today for the mountains of Service November 6, 1971
The School of Fine Arts at
Junior
Murray State, made up of the
companies, the NLRB awardediMontana, northern Idaho and Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Sizes 5 to 15
northern Utah and for eastern Market Report Includes 9 buying Sflver Dollars
same three departments, was
it to the tile setters.
WASHINGTON I UPI
Nevada as a storm system stations
In a established by the board of
The lower court set the board moved out of the
Pacific Receipts: Act. 2191 Est. 700 four-month transfer operatio) regents in July of 1969. The board
decision aside on the ground Northwest and heeded toward Barrows and Gilts 25 cents higher that ends today, the treasury voted to name the center in honor
that only the unions were the northern Rockies. A heavy Sows steady
finishes moving 2.9 million rare of Doyle last year.
Sizes 8 to 18
involved in the dispute. f,tut the snow warning was in ef fect for US 1-3 200-240 lbs.,..20.25-20.75
silver dollars -some worth up
Among the out-of-town guests
White opinion reinstated it.
northwest Wyoming and trave- US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 20.75-21.00
to $200 each -to its silver at the gallery dedication were
In Short or Regular Lengths
.,
hers' warnings were posted for US 2-4 200-240 lbs.. 20.00-20.25
bullion depository at West several members of Miss Eagle's
sauthern and eastern Wyoming US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 19.50-20.00
Point, N. Y.
family . Her sister, Mrs. John H
LIVE GHOST TOWN
for tonight and
Most of the coins were turned Richards and Mr. Richards; her
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 19.00-19.50
Tuesday.
Idaho,
no
is
River,
Lost
Ttavelers' warnings were also Sows
out at the old carson City:, Nev. cousin, George Eagle and Mrs
longer lost. The Census Bureau in ef
15.00-16.00
fect
for
lbs.,
mint between 1878 and 1891. Eagle, and a niece, Mrs
770-350
the
1-2
US
mountains
of
has admitted that it "goofed" northern
They were moved as the first Frederick Clark and Mr (lark,
Colorado today and US 1-3 300-650 lbs., 14.50-15.00
when it wrote it off as a ghost
Dixieland Shopping Center
Open 8:30-6:00
ThesdaY : and for the lower US 2-3 450-650 lbs.. 14.00-14.50 few step in offering them for sale to all of Columbia, Ohio; and a
Chestnut Street
town It is still there and hated,
'elevations
Mrs.
John
sister-in-lasiv,
of
Eagle-of
public
the
about
one
down
to
13.50
northern
year
Colorado
from
40."
"about
with a population of
for Tuesday. .
Rochester, New York
now
Boars 11.50-13.00
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